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FIGHT IS ON
I3irthday—Ambrose Bierce Writes
Upon Idea of Federal Government
Caring for Graves of Confederates.
The James T. Walbert camp of
Confederate Veterans will hold its
monthly meeting next Tusday even-
ing at the city hall general assembly
chamber, and a number of interesting
questions come before them.
Mr. Thomas Langdon, adjutant of
the local post, is preparing to re-
sign his position, a-nd if he decides
to hand in his resignation by this
meeting, his successor will be chosen.
He was selected to fill the place
after death several months ago of th
former adjutant, the late John V.
Grief, but Mr. Langdon himeslf has
been in poor health and sick for two
months past, therefore he does not
feel able to look after the adjutant's
duties iproperly and has expressed
a desire to give it up. There is no
ADDRESSES
VOL 23, iSTO. 36
'Advertise Street Work to Be
Done By the City Authorities
THIS WILL BE PLACED IN THE CONTRACTING JOURNALS INMISSES WALTERS AND GLENN I ORDER, TO GET AS MANY BIDS AS POSSIBLE FROM THE
MADE FINE TALKS LAST ClOiNTRA4TORS OVER THE COUNTRY—ALL TREES
EVENIPIG SHOWERG LABORS HAVE TO GO WHERE THEY OBSTRUCT NEW CONCRETEIN CHINA AND BRAZIL.
THEY SPEAK TO YAW
?EOM TM AFTERNOON
Yesterday the Missionary Gathering
Opened, With Mrs. T. B. King in
the Chair—Excellent Work Is Be-
ing Conducted in Distant Lands by
This Noble Organization.
Last night closed the very inter-
esting "opening day" for the annual
missionary conference being con-
ducted at the Broadway Methodist
church by the delegates from differ-
ent cities in the nemphis conference.
The good ladies got down to busi-
ness right away yesterday morning
at conveqing timc, and throughout
the entire day dispatched the import-
ant mission matters coming before
toern in very. business like and
expeditio manner. The ministers
in atten ncc remarked upon the
fine manger in which the ladies are
handling things, and commended
them for their sound, active way in
which the" went about the work.
The closing feature of the first
nay consisted of un-usually interest •
•-1:R C.1=7.172ZIED TO TEAR DOWN
THS. BANDSTAND AT SECOND AND BROADWAY.
The board of public works was in tucky avenue and other places.session yesterday until 6:30 o'clock There are splotches and strings ofand was busily engaged in clearing concrete left in the gutters and sideup the accumulation of business. Dr- of the curb, and being very hard.J. Q. Taylor the new member to cause dirt and sediment to flowsacceed Mr. E. Noble, who resigned,
was present, and the reorganization
of the board was postponed for the
present.
City Engineer Washington was or-
dered to put advertisements in the
contractors journals over the country
heralding to the contracting world
the fac5 that certain streets of this
city are to be improved by paving
them. The reason this outside adver- ordinances providing that Sowelltising is done is because of the fact avenue and Hays avenue in Me-will be put in. In this way th chanicsburg, be improvd with grad-city will get the benefit of competi- kg and graveling. The time limittion. The date for opening the bids in which the work is to be completedhas not been set by the board. has expired, therefore the measuresThe work is for First between Broad- have to be re-enacted and the timeway and Washington; Washington extended. The boards in adoptingbetween First and Third. and Second the measures did not give halfbetween Kentucky avenue and Wash- enough time for the improvement,ington. hence further delays are caw(' byThe board yesterday ordred that th;s oversight.Contractor Bridges be compelled to The ordinance far improvment oftrim up the edges of the concrete Nineteenth street has not expired,curb and gutters where he has made i 
this sidewalk improvement on Ken- I (Continued on Page Four.)
against the rough and uneven parts
and clog the gutter. This causes the
water in the gutters to be stopped
and polls formed. The engineer was
directed td notify the contractor to
tither chisel away these little places
or reduce them to smoothness with
trowel.
The board ordered the clerk to
hand back to the city legislators the
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Another proposition to come be- A:ise Waters and Miss
ing addresses last night by Miss SERIOUS
 WOUND
 roNusuAL
 COURT
Glenn, the former of whom is A
salary attached to the position,
missionary to China, while the otheris stationed in Brazil. Both were
heard by a large house, and thei-HE WILL OPPOSE BECKHAM anniversary comes on June 22nd, and remarks teemed with many entertain-if any exercises are to be conducted mg references in regard to the good,the veterans want to begin their work being done in these foreignpreparations as the anniversary date countries under supervision of theIs only one week from tomorrow. niebers of this conference. Miss
corn- years, w ' Miss Glenn has been
In the past the camp was given Waters ha; in China for twelvtsome very entertaining affars  
memorative of the anniversary. stationsd,in Brazil for about the
same length of time, during which
I 
Some Forgotten Americans. 
 
period both have worked laboriouslyThe following, from the Cosmo- for salvation of the foreigners. TheyLossisvilk, June II—Yesterday politan Magazine by Ambrose Bierce. a-e now at home upon theirvacations,the Democratic state executive corn under the caption of "Some Forgot- and the addresses of last night
nartee ordered a primary foe the pur'ten Americans," will be of interest to proved so highly interesting that ar-
pose of nominating Democeratie•can-
the soldiers of the "lost cause." rangements have been made for them
didates for United States senator and 
'In an address—at Atlanta, I think to speak to the young people of
for state offices. TIP, primary will
—the late fresident McKinley signi- Paducah this afternon at 3:30
be held on election day, November 6, ft .ed his belies that the time had o'clock at the church. Everybody is
1906.
yhether 07 not the Confederate sol-
diers will celebrate the anniversary oM'CREARY ANNOUNCES THAT the birthday of Jefferson Davis. The
fore the camp at this gathering is
011ie James or Senator Blanurn
May Enter the Race for Gov.
senor.
McCceary d Congress- come for the federal government to
care for the graves of Confederatemos James arrived in ths city )5 
The fedora! government ister Soy morning, having presumably
come to attend the meeting. Great-
the 
now doing so, but only for the graves
to . of it he lit• • s of those who died on Northern soil
neither the sonator nor the congress- as prisoners of war. That seems an
man went oear the Old Inn, where inadequate expression of the senti-
the meeting was to be held. Ap- ment to which the president made
parently, Mr. McCreary realized that hill appeal. In the track of the great
war of graves of Con-noshing he could do would affect thea are thousands
federate soldiers that may still bedetermination of the committee, and
he did not, therefore, go before identified. I have in memory a groupthe
of these that I found two or threecommetttee, and did not, in fact, go
neer the assembkd statesmen at the years ago in a valley of the Alle-
Old Inn heny mountains in West Virginia.
IN PRIMARY.
finielt eleeting teechers thti Creary for senator and Blackburn orsiehools, It will be rennet/00 111$ ttlePlin1441 re'vern'cr'first electioh to he take:6 up will Pe'
that of %re Emma Morgan and the
other teachers of the white schools
inasmuch as at Monday„night'e Rath
the 'election of the white': wa
Continued on Page Fill!)
Mrs. Mildred Johes of Princetonis visiting Mrs. H. W. Cooksel.
Messrs. Daniel Fitzpatrick an4
,11 ney Arena returned yesterday '
m Chicillgo. ,
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'Curtis Jett Tells of Mbrders of 
'CONFEDERATE MANY FINEOX, Cockrill and Marcum
IMPLICATES JIM AND ELBERT
HARGIS, ED CALLAHAN AND
OTHERS, AND GIVES HOE-
ROWING DETAILS.
SOLDIERS MEET
4' • Jackson, Ky., June is.—Upon * ME. THOMAS LANGDON. THE* the affidavit of Tons Cockrill
'
 
Ed
• Callihan-Ind -Ellierrirargis-w ere *1 CAMP ADJUTANT, MAY RE-
* arrested here today for the num- * SIGN ON ACCOUNT OF ILL* is: • Dr. Cox.
I "` The warrant was issued by ''s 11.FALTH.MAKES NO STATEMENT * Judge Fallaner.
TO SHIELD HIMSELF Gives Harrowing Detailx. '-'CELEBRATION OF JEFFERSON
In his confession Jett tells how he DAVIS' ANNIVERSARY
Acknowledges He Slew Marcum and
Helped to Kill Cockrill, But In-
sists That He Was Persuaded to
Dolt.
Lexington, Ky., June 13.—A decid-
ed sensation was created here yes-
terday when Attorney J. Stanky
Webster, of Cynthiana, formerly
county attorney of Harrison county,
and who is assisting in flub prosecu-
tiof those accused of the murder of
James B. Marcum and James Cock-
rill, made efforts to 'sell the Curtis
Jett confession of the Brethitt cow-
'I ty cr•me to the highest bidder.
Attorney Webster was aceompani-
eed by Carl Musser, of Cynehlana,
and the latter stated that he had
been to Cincinnati and Louisville
with the confession, and had offered
it to several of the papers. VVThen
asked how much he considered the
confessitin worth, Attorney 'Webster
slid he had been offered Slim, but be-
lieved he should receive even more
for i•
cooly entered she courthouse ansi
fired the shots from the window cf
the circuit court room that laid
Cockrill cold in death, and how
he entered in the rear door of
Jim, Veterans May Give Entertainmerit
also
I Commemorative of Anniversary ofth
courthouse on the fatal May 4, 1903
and made his exit out the front door
shooting James B. Marcum as he
passed out.
According to Attorney Webster
Jett made his confession in the cool
est possible manner never indieating i
for a moment anys sorrow for his
many deeds, and only expressing
contempt for his uncle, Jim Hargis,
who seems to have deserted him in
his hour of need. The confession of
Jett has in a manner repaid Mrs.'
James 8. Marcum for all the sleep-I
less nights she has spent in trying
to run down the murderers of he I
husband, and it is believed here that
she has succeeded almost beyond her
lewdest dreams. Jett says he had
nothing to do with the Killing of
Cox. but says he was on the seen I
shortly after the shots were fired and
sew Dr. Cox dying on 'the ground
(Continued on Pnge Five. )
PROMOTION LIST
NOT FINISHED
SUPT. LIES WILL COMPLETE
THE LIST WHEN PROFESSOR
SUGG HANDS IN FRANKLIN
BUILDING RESULTS.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DID
NOT MEET YESTERDAY
It Is Understood That Trustees Fav-
oring Miss Morgan Will Not Let
Other Members Settle Colored
Teachers Election Until English
Teachership Controversy la Settled.
Superintendent Lida, of the public
schools, has not been able to figure
out 'the total number of promotions
for the entire schools when the term
'closed last week. This cannot be
done until there is turned into him
today the papers of Professor W. H.
Swig, principal of the Franklin build-
ing, showing how many promotions
occured at that school. The prin-
cipals of every other building have
already turned in their reports. ik(:•
Sugg has been unable to turn•in the
report because he ha si !ken constant
ly engaged since the first of this
week conducting at the,Washington
building the examillaition• for the
teachers whose certificates expired Sy
limitation this term, and who have to
undergo an educational test before
the doctnnents entitling the holders
to teach 'n the public school i can
be renewed. Ile has now finished
,thie work, and also graded the teach-
e pa pot •44,/ hiss  445,0•,,e_.,04.
percentage sufficient for renewal of
their certificates.
5,
cordially invited to the gathering,but especially the young folks.
Yesterday morning at go o'clock the.
meeting was called to order by Mrs.T. B. King of Memphis, the vicepresident of the society, who paid abeautiful tribute to the memory ofMrs. Wa on the president, whof
recently ed in Memphis. She then
conducte a helpful devotional ser-
vice, the bubject being the "PrayerLift of tOeiselius."
Mrs. J. C. Ottinger of Memphis
was elected secrtary pro tern, the
regular secretary, Mrs. Thomas Neal
_ of Dyersburg, being detained at home
hey were at the rear of an old fortiLast night Mr. McCreary gave mit
on account of sickness in her family.
„f fied camp on the Green Brier river,an interview bitterly complaining
This lady is also treasurer of the
_ which had been unsuccessfully attack-the action of the Deffrocretic corn
society and made a fine report show-
ed by the governrnent troops in themince, and stating that the party
ing the excellent work done by the
autumn of 186t. Doubtless the in-rules have been violated by calling
ctganization during the past year,
terments had been made in the open,the primary a year before the ekc
The report of the corresponding
tion for which nominaeions are to but it had become a forest at the
!time of my visit—I may almost say',
be made.
Mr. MCCreary says, however, that my discovery, for persons living with-he will enter the race and oppose in a mile were unaware of the exissGov. Beckham for the senatorial tence of this burial groundnomination. I "As nearly as T could make outEither Senator Blackburn or 011ie there were from eighty to a hundredantes will oppose S. W.,
c-andid-ate for governor. land fill 'of rotting leaves. FewerThe Democratic committee decided than a dozen had headstones, fash-to postpone action upon the ques- ioned from the native slate of the
M
• „ • tion of nominating Democratic can
-'country, with barely decipherable in-Alumni Did Not eet. didates for railroad commissioners scriptions rudely carved by comradesYesterday afternoon the raductili to be voted for in loos. Thomas cif the dead.. These had rupstlargued for postponement en into the excavations. AltroZolheit
Alumni Association was, Sigastive Dresser,'
.11held, its meeting at the r trie and W. B. Haldeman appeared to was not a cheerful place feittItie wholibrary, but on accotmt of the bad
weather the session was postponed
until eome afternoon next week, the
exact date not having yet been set
IThe gathering is for the purpose of
s
taking up the "Year Book" mreetion,
rid also settling the business in-
s -carted by the reception tendered the
aerraduates of 'this year's school teritt
Elect Teachert- '
It is understood that when the
support Drewery, and stated that. a had assisted in sending NOM! of theseprimary for this purpose in Louis- unfortunate gentlemen to their longyule this fall would destroy every rest and whose own fallen comradekchance of success for the Democratic were beautifully housed in a nationalpatty. !cemetery not many miles away, underMr. Percy Haley, representing a great, brilliant flag, with flowersGcm• Flt`cleham was maqter of everY blooming all about, and a promise ofcommittee yesterday, :and everything Memorial Days hallowing all the timethe Beckham organization wanted to be. Surely these patriots wouldwent through. 
sleep no less peacefully for their. It was the general opinion among 
country's magnanimity to those who,the politicians yesterday that the .th .anc ion equalechoed trueees hold their meeting-tit 'crowd wri
 'Kit "PPG"Mc
 Ito their (mit, followed the light ofduty as it wan given to them to seeit.
"Doubtless many such "God's
acres" as the one described, awaitthe effacing ministry of time and theplow. The cost of acquirement, rest-
oration and care would be no great
spatter. The 'states in which they arefchAnd would assist, and the iirar tie
secretary, Miss Lama Bradford, of
Brownvilk, was helpful and inspiring.Miss A. M. Barnes made a spiritedtalk in behalf of "The Little1Vorker," a juvenile missionary paper
of which she is editor.
, presi ent of theMemphis Conference Female Insti-toe, of, Jackson, Tenn., and Dr.
Hughlett, of the same place were
vls.itort of the conference yesterday
morning.
The tfternoon session opened with
scripture reading- by Mr. W. L.Duckwwth of ,eBrawrisville, Tenn.Then fMtowed an impressive- memor-ial servier. in honor of the menbers
who have died daring the year, this
service being led by Mrs. Hollandof Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs.'s'', B. King read a report fromthe Woman's .Board of Missions
showing a gratifying program alorih
all lines., This hoard contributedduring the past year $t55,981.tO tothe cause of missions.
(Continued on foge Five. )
moment :willingly undertake the
work. President McKinley was right;
the time 'has tome, for the govern-
ment rel a reunited country to pre-
serve wit It equal tenderness and care
the graves of Fedral and ,Confedrate
A little longer and it will have
~eV'
CYTTO DICKERSON BROUGHT
HOME FROM BLODGETT
MO., YESTERDAY.
He Is Preparing to Bring Suit
Against the Policeman Who Shot
Him Several Days Ago.
1 esterday morning Mr. Clarence
Dickerson, the liveryman, returnee'
from Blodgett, Mo., accompanied by
h's brother, M. Otto Dickerson, wile
was shot several days ago at that
city by a policeman. The bullet en-
tered the arm of the young man.
and as result he may lose that mem-
ber by amputation.
Mr. Diclurt son, the mars shot
claims Ihe shooting was withou
cause, and that he will bring suit
against the policeman for damages
The young man 19 fireman on the
railroad out of Blodgett, and several
days ago was out in the country
visiting. The policeman came out
there and claimed he had a warrant
against Dickerson, charging him
with carrying concealed weapons.
The young man became frightened
and started to run, when the officer
' pulled his revolver and sent a bullet
through his arm.
The policeman brought his man to
She ground and carried Dickerson to
town where he was turned over to
the hotel keeper. The following
Morning he was told be could go.
no warrant being served on trim,
while ihe was not required to execut
bond. It looked as if the officer
realized they were in for trouble and
leta Dickerson go.
On 'being brought home yesterday
he was placed in a private ward at
fears he may lose his arm as the
bullet shattered the bone badly and
left that member in a serious con
d•ition.
Another Burglary.
Mr. Gus Toler of 1607 Clark street
notified the officers yesterday that the
night !Afore thieves entered his
home, stole $2.5o in cash, and a pair
of overals, the latter were found in
yard where they had been thrown
away.
Arrested at Depot.
Murphy Harris, colored, was ar-
rested last evening by Special
Officer Kirk at the Union depot, and
locked up on the charge of being
orunk and disorderly. He claims to
hail from LouisAlle, and was raising
toite a racket at the depot.
Watch Missing.
Mrs.g. W. Potts informed the
departmait she had lost a fine watch
case and gold chain some place.
Miss Mary' Cave has gone to Louis-
ville to visit Miss Carrie Truehact.
_
POINT RAISED
WATER COMPANY CLAIMS IT
HAS A "MECHANICS LIEN"
AGAINST HESSIG FOR WATER
FURNISHED FOR WHISKEY
—...64••••••••••••••••••
FIRST TIME POINT WAS
EVER RAISED IN COURT
Lawyers Yesterday Attached H.
Blekie's Watch on GroundeThat He
Has Not Pahl Hts Attorney's Fees
—Charles Hamilton Warranted on
Charge of Threatening Holland.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court states that he has before him
quite an unusual proceeding, and one
which will test the Kentcky statutes
pertaining to "mechanics liens" in a
manner never before construed. The
instance is where the water company
of this city contends its claim against
the Dr. H. T. Hessig bankruptcy
estate is one of proiority, and comes
under the head of "mechanics or ma-
terial liens."
The water company furnished the
tlessig distillery with water supplies,
part of which was used in the manu-
facture of whiskey at the plant in
Mechanicsburg. Hessig never paid
his water rent, and the company con-
tends that its claim should be given
precedence over others, basing this
view on the fact that the water sup-
1C•il
"liens" by virtue of it being a part of
the whiskey manufactured by the con-
cern. The law provides that liens
are given priority, and this is the
first time there has come before a
court in this state the question of
water for whiskey being a lien. The,
'referee has heard evidence along this
line and is now looking over some
authorities on the question before
rendering his decision.
The referee rendered a decision
quite unusual in the Hessig case
yesterday, wherein he ordered that
the Fidelity and Deposit company of
Maryland come in for whatever part
of the bankrupt's estate that Mrs.
Wainright would have gotten by vir-
tue of the Sudgment she acquired in
the circuit court at,Memphis against
the late Fred Hes4g, whose admin-
istrator is his brother, Dr. Herman
T. Hessig.
Mrs. Wainwright sued the late
Fred Hessig's estate for the value
of her diamonds she claimed Fred
Hessig had before he died. She gotjt4dgment for Sego against Dr. Res-
.( 
(Continued on Page Four.)
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Herbert Leon Cope..
• =1411,IPM"--7-!!! _°M15
Western Ky. Chautauqua
Starts Tomorrow
Program of Unexcelled
Talent Started By Her-
bert L. Cope, Or, S. L.
Krebs and Lady Wash-
ington's Quartet.
Tomorrow at 2 p. m. Pres
ident
Bleeker will fire the first gun o
f the
first Chautaqua ever held in we
stern
Kentucky and destined to add ad
di-
tional. laurels to the fair name 
and
reputation of Paducah. Our city
 is
forging to the front in all lines and
seeing that this educational inst
itu-
tion, railed chatttaqua, was meet
ing
with great public approval, proceed
-
ed to get it and add it to the pu
blic
institutions.
President John S. Bleecker 
will
give the address of welcome, at 2 
p.
m. Then Dr. J. R. Coleman will 
ex-
plain the program making and Super-
intendent James H. Shaw outline t
he
plan of the chautauqua.
At 2:45 Dr. Stanley L. Krebs. 
of
Greensiburg, Pa., will give the fir
st
regular lecture on "Two Snakes
 iii
Eden." Dr. Krebs is one of 
the
most popular series lecturers in 
the
country. "Two Snakes in Eden" 
re-
fers to Fear and Worry and the 
lec-
ture is a discussion of how to
 cure
one's self of them. Dr. Krebs 
makes
thinking enjoyable. He deals with
the great problems of mind and 
soul
in such a way as to Intensely 
inter-
est all. He is. not too deep f
or any
and yet appeals to the student 
and
schollary. He will probably be 
the
most talked of man on the prog
ram.
tears to laughter until at the close of
his lecture the "cares that infest the
day have folded their tents like the
Arab and silently stole away."
Thei Lady Washington quartete
commences with the opening day and
will give two concerts per day :or
five days. They are considered the
best ladies' quartete to be had and
are noted for singing bright catchry
stuff like the male quartets use.
The first day promises to send ev-
ery beefy away talking of the good
things at the chantattqua and advis-
ing their friends to go. Paducah
does not take hold of things by
halves and the chautatiqua will be
no exception.
STATE PRINTING SURVEYORS
COMMISSIONERS WILL MEE
T
AT COVINGTON ON T
HE
DATE OF JUNE 29.
Mr. Louis P. Head, Legislator Fr
om
This City and County, a
Member.
Mr. Louis P. Head, state legislator
from this city and county, has been
notified that the state printing com-
mission will meet June 29th at Cov-
ington, Ky., for the purpose of tak-
ing up a number of questions to come
before them. He is a member of the
commission which was appointed by
the state general assembly last Janu-
wy at Frankfort to revise the pub-
lic printing laws of Kentucky.
Mr. L. W. Arnett, the state legis-
lator of Covington, is secretary of
the commission, and he has been
writing to different states asking to
be furnished with copies of the laws
aftecting public printing in other
commonwealths. Mr. Arnett now
has these documents and notified the
commission to meet at that city on
the date mentioned for a several days
session, during which timr the body
will go over the printing laws of all
the other states and select what sec-
tions they want to incorporate in
the new law to be adopted for Ken-
tucky.'
The commission is composed of
siate legislators and state senators of
Kentucky and they hand in to the
assembly of rooR the new bill they
drafted.
Low Rates to Ashville, N. C., and
Return.
On account of the conference of
the Young People's Missionary As-
sociation at Asheville, N. C., South-
ern Railway will sell excursion tick-
ets to Asheville a: rate of one first
class farc plus twenty-five cents for
the round trip on June 26, 27 and 28
with return limit of July to, 1906.
"The Land of the Sky" country is
.t all times and especially
PARTY BEEN OVER AT BROOK-
PORT RUNNING .THEIR
LINES.
It is Believed the Force Belonged to
C. B. Q. Road—Passenger Officials
Met at Dawson.
Word from over at Brookport is
that several days last week civil
engineers were around that place
making surveys, but gave out noth-
ing as to who they were or where
they come from. The Brookport peo-
ple though are confident they were
of the engineering corps for the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincey rail-
road, about which rumors have float-
ed to the effect that the road would
extend its terminal from Herrin, Ill.,
down to Brookport, Ill., and then
ceme on across the haver either by
transfer boat or bridge, into Padu-
cah.
The surveyors spent several days
on the grounds at Brookport, and
fuishing, wasted no time, but depart-
ed immediately for other points.
at this season of the year. . The
glory of the natural surroundings is
at its height. The Southern Railway
traverses the hanks of the Freneh
Broad river for many miles en mine
to Asheville. The scenery of this
mountainous region and the delightful
temperature are unsurpassed.
For further information, address
any ticket agent of the Southern Rail-
way or
C. H. Heingerford, D. P. A. No.
234 Fourth avenue. Louisville. Ky.
CITY JAILER
Deputy Joseph
Dr. S. L. Krebs.
JAILER'S HORSE
COLONEL EVErIS HAD TO
COUGH UP $5 AND COSTS.
Shortly After Briiidle Cow Was O
r-
dered Said it Was Claimed by Y.
D. Rcuse.
City Jailer Thomas Evetts was
the ' first city official whose horse
His line is very unusual, and full of got out upon th: ststilie 
streets and
mystery problems where speculation
runs rife. There is much more at-
tention given -to this line of late than
heretofore. If it is well to study
bad to be taken up by Lycurg
us
Rice, the official cow and ho
rse
catcher for this city. Rice fond t
he
physiology and biology it certainly 
animal straying around at Tenth and
is well to stestly*the mind. or phycho- 
Harrison streets, and rounded it up,
logy. 
bringinithe animal to the city pound.
These strenuous days demand re- 1.'‘' 
warrant was issued against the city
taxation and amusement comes to 
jailer who had to pay his fine of $5
bring relief. A little fun is relished 
snd costs in the pollice court ye
s-
by all men these day's. Mr. Herbe:t 
terday morning the same as any
dress and it will he funny as the title 
'ether person. He claimed his ani
mal
Leon Cape will give the evening ad- 
and took her from the pound. Th
e
suggests. "The Smile That Wont 
court of appeals has decided the law
Come Off." He brings his auditors 
is constitutional against animalt
from laughter to tears and 
from roaming on streets, and *11look 
alike
to Judge Sanders when the fines
come.
Yesterday morning Judge Sanders
ir the court, ordered sold a certain
stray cow taken up by Rice. His
order was for sale of the beast Sat-
urday morning at to o'clock, but
after court Y. D. Rouse came a
nd
identified the cow as his. He was
given the animal, but a warrant has
been issued against him charging
him with letting the cow run at large.
These were the only two matters
before the court yesterday, both be-
ing the result of Catcher Rice's work.
He is now staying out late at night
and coming out early of mornings
and catching animals the owners let
out to graze of night time, the latter
presuming the catches.. will be home
asleep, but instead Rice is catching
some of the owners "nairiping."
Railroad Conference.
General Agent John T. Donovan of
the Illinois Central, has returned ,,
from Dawson where a conference
was held Saturday and Sunday by
passenger officials of several roads.
The Dawson people want the roads
to list that place on their summer
resort schedule and do other things
to enhance the importance of the
place. They will do all they possibly
can.
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken Circuit tourt. George D.
Heyman, etc., •Plainti:ts, vs. Equity,
Nathan Heyman, etc. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referr
ed to 'Cecil Reed Master Commis-
sioner of tile McCracken Circuit
Court to take proof of assets and
liabilities of the estate of Rosa Hey-
man, deceased. and *II persons hay-
JUVENILE COPE
LEXINGTON CLAIMS THE
HONOR OF GETTING ITS
PASSAQE.
Copy of the Law Sent By Mr.
. _ 
Brandeis, Who Framed It, to All
County Judges.
Lexington has also the right to
congratulate herself that the juvenile
code has been obtained for the state
of Kentucky, says the Lexington
Herald. ,Without the active work
done by Lexington organizations we'
should not have had a juvenile court
law .at the present time.. It affects
every county in the state. Louisvil
le
has already made complete arrange-
ments for putting the law into full
force. Covington is making them.
A copy of the law has been sent b
y
Mr. Albert S. Brandeis, of Louisvill
e,
who framed it and did active work in
securing its passage to every county
judge in the state of Kentucky.
Previously literature on the juvenile
court had been sent by the Lexing-
ton juvenile court committee to the
editors of the newspapers published
in the county seat of every county
in Kentucky, and In those counties
where no newspaper is published, to
the county judge. It is hoped bsi
these and other means that enough
interest will be stirred up over the
state to insure some enforcement of
the law, throughout its length.
Otnly counties having cities of the
first and second class are permitted,
under the law, probation officers paid
from county funds; but by means of
voluntary officers, or officers whose
salaries are raised from private
sources, the law may be made effec-
tive. in every community that de-
sires it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
The City of Savannah. passed out 
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
of the Tennessee river resterday en
 The boat for today in the Evans-
route to St. Louis. 
'vine trade is the John S. Hopkins.
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Friday, June z5.
1
2—Address of Welcome 
 
President John S. Bleecker
2:15—What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do. .Dr. J. R. Colema
n
2:30—Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supt. James H. Shaw
2:45—Lecture "Psychology of Fe
ar
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Kreb
s
7:30—Concert 
 
Lady Washington Quartet
8—Humorous lect ure "The Sm
ile
That Won't Come Off" 
 
Mr. Herbert Leon Cope
Saturday, June 16.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken
county 16 years old and under ad-
siitted free.
10:30—Lecture "Telepathy" 
 
Dr. Krebs
2-11umorous Lecture 
 
Herbert L. Cope
4—Concert 
........
Lady Washington
7-30—Concert 
Quartet
 
 
Lady Washington..
8--An Evening of Magic 
 
Robert Wessman
Sunday, June 17,
2—Address 
 
Capt. Richard P. Hobson
-t—Read;ng "The Bronsons"  
Wallace Bruce Arnsbury, music
Lady Washingtons.
7 —Chatauqua Vesper.
7-30—Music 
 
Lady Woshingtons
8—Address "The Hidden Hand"...
 
Dr. S. L. Krebs
ing slaiinn sgsiest said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file the
same before said commissioner, on
or before the 1st day of the next
September term of said court, or they
evill be forever barred from assert-
ing any claim against the assets in
the hands of Nathan Heyman, execn-
ter of said estate unadministered,
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this suit, and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Daily Register as reqoired
by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 5th day of June.
Make the Race Next Time. 1906.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
Although the democratic primary • By W. C. K
IDD, D. C.
kr the city offices doe's not come Iiii:NRY BURNETT, Attorney.
cif until sometime next year, already
parties are commencing to groom Grand Openin
g Ball.
themselves for the different posit- Ozark Hotel, Isse
ai Springs, Ill.,—
ions, but the first one to come out The new management 
of the Ozark
and make a definite announcement Hotel, Creal Springs, I
ll., will give
is Mr- Joseph Purthase. the deputy an opening ball 
and banquet on
city jailer, and overseer of the chain- Friday night, June 15. 1906, and,
 ex
rang. He has announced that he will (ends a hearty invitation to 
all the
11111 for jailer and make formal an-
inouncement at the proper time. ,
ifirti
Purchase Prevaring to
•=11••••••••1=.11
Monday, June i8
8:30—Children's Physical Culture.
9:30—Health Lecture 
 
 
Prof. U. G. Fletcher
10:30—"Five Big Things in Your
Head"  Dr. Krebs
2—"Ballads of Bourbannais" 
Mr. Arnsbury, music, Lady Wash
ingtons.
4—Lecture—Recital "Childhood in
Poetry" Miss Ruth Hemenway
7:30—Concert ....Lady Washington,
8—Humorous Lecture "The Snolly-
goster in Politics" . 
 
 
Col, H. W. J. Ham
....111•••1111•11110
Tuesday, June 19.
8:30—Children's Athletics.
9s30—Health Lecture.
10.3o—"Dsesn1s and Premonitions"
 
 
Dr. Krebs
2—"0111 Times in Dixie 
 
 
Col. H. W. J. Ham
4—Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Historical Novel," Reading of "If
I Were King" _Mit" Hemenway.
7:30 -Concert ....Lady Washington'
Of and neJ patrons. S—"Riche:
ieu" 
MRS. DAN'L HARKNESS, Prop.  
 Wallace Bruce Arnsbury
Good Morning!
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I hav
e a full Kai oft
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down t he duet.
-11annanl
Both Phones 901. 139 South Fourth 
Sc., 325 Kentucky AMY* lo
A
4
Paducah Transfer Company
aueor )0ratia7
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Of
fice
Handling Freight. Machinery 2nd
 and Mon,.....,roe,
and Household Goods. I3
oth
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Wednesday, June so.
8.3o--Children's Athletic.
9:30—Health Lecture.
io:30—"Frauds of Spiritualism"....
 
 
Dr. Krebs
2—"Dixie Before the War" 
 
Dr. A. \V. Lamar
4—Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss llemenway
7:30--Reacting  Mr Anrobury
8—Nicholas Nickleby 
 
Mr. William Sterling Batt.
Thursday, June 11.
8:30—Children's Athlet;cs.
9:30—Fact5 of Spiritualism as Re-
vealed by Science Dr. Krebs
1030—Health Lecture.
2—Oliver Twist....Mr. 11". S. Bettis
4—Lecture Recital "Dr. li:nry Van
Dyke" Miss Hemerrway
7 :30—Concert.
8—Science Lecture With Demon-
strations in Liquid .1ir and
Wireless Telegraphy 
 
 
Prof. W. B. Patty
---
Friday, June 12.
8:30—Children's Athletics.
030—Ilealth Lectures.
to:3o—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, .Rycial Mount and Words-
worth  James H. Shaw
2--Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4—Lecture Recital -James Whit-
come Riley" ... Miss Hemenwas
7:30—Concert.
8--Scientific Lecture, Radium 
 
Prof. W. B Patty
Saturday, June 23.
8:30—Children's Athletics.
9:30-11ealth Lecture.
1o:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
 
 James It Shaw
nu:mg
GET THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
BY USING THE
"UNDERWOOD'
TYPBVIER
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which jr your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE. K
Y.
CENTto ivitellior big 11111111111 HICYCALL IT WILL COTesta 
showtfl 
"
most
IfCridit T1 Ritie=tr:1 UZI fell till': I eas.d:
IMMO W any other manufacturer or dialer in the world.
l ir DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE fr"" e".at sp. pm.,
.1,,Ipilytil11,1.1. ,
to make mooe4atoattataylitoong men who apply st 0111.0t.
We need a in every town and can offer an opportusk,
amity _ kind a/ tering, sista hem nieeived our Complete Fr.. Cala.
1,„.=;11111"trgernralnd latest models, and learn of our remark able=11g every kind of high-grade an
d lo
le ICI= azid woselartul mow offers made possible by selling from laden
 .
Airiest to rider with no middlemen's profit*.
• diether 11 I. Plays which ou other 
.1
!Lair •litialtZeifir44".1
csus 
house in the world will do. You will leant everythiag and get much mho
able information by simply wrisiag us a postal.
I, $8 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ONLY  
48.50 per pair. '
To Intradrae 
Ns Aams,10 
$4.8°ViirraPrkto i
You a Sat
OUT MI A/
Owomill VAILWit Will Soil
Pale top itrat
(CASH WITH ("Nunn s4.68)
NO NONE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 35 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
TVS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS
. New.
 Um Wok rubber tread
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can 
Viet amid pisisseisre strips ••11"
Mil "13." also rim strip PH.'
be isuIcanized like any other tire. 
tryout Mos rialtos. This
will outlast any other
Two Hundred Thousand pairs .rove in ideal ow Over image—ropir. si.aaric s
ad
twenty-five Thousaad pairs sold last year. RAJI
V IILIDIXO.
.- 1110
wefift?pet la quality of rubl i,er, which never becomes por ous an
d which closes up small puncturesRIPTPON • Made in all sixes 11 is lively and easy
 Ming, very durable and lined hi.ide
without allowmg t be air to escape. We have hundreds of letter
s from satisfied customers statist
that their tires hairf only Wets pumped up once Of twice in a
 whole season. They weigh no more thaw
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being
 given by several layers of thin. specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "holding Back" sensation
 commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roods I. overcome by the patent "Basket Wea
ve" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thns overcomi
ng all suction. The regular price of these
tires is pl so per pair, but for advertising purposes we are et:
taking • oecial factory price to the rider
of only 55.110 per pair. All orders shipped tome day lett
er is iv...1.yd. We ship Can on appromi,L
You do not pas • cent until you have examined and fou
nd them strictly as represented.
We will allow &sash dimoust o( percent (thereby making the pric
eII4.55 per pair.) if you it
or.FULL CAMS WITH usu • enclose this advertis
ement. We will also send one niekid
plated brass hand pomp and ...to Sampson metal puncture
 closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cut
s or heavy gashes). Tires to be tenanted
at (11„IR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory one
zaminatios.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as wife a
s in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker. Express or Freight Agent or the Editor o
f this pspre about us. If you order a pair ei
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, ru
n faster, wear better, last tosser aim=
bet than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. 
We know that you will be so well p
that when you want • bicycle yroni will give us your order. 
We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
COASTER-DRAKES 
bout-up-whosla eaddlem pedals, parts and repair:est
, everything in the bicycle line are mold by us at half th
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for ou
r big 1111;:ii DRY catalogue.  aryls°
DO NOT WAIT bicycle e wrlotre us sapair of 
postal today. 
 res f any 
1)0 
N le until k th• new .di
wonderful offers we are making It only costa • post
al to learn everything. Write it MOW.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Oopte"J L" 0 NIC A00. I
LL
Dr. L. G. Herbert
4—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
 
 
Miss Hemenway
7:30—Concert,
8—Entertainment, Ross Grant, Car-
toonist.
Sunday, June 24.
2—Address "Lofty Peaks in Ameri-
can St at esmanwhip" 
 
Father G. T. Nagel
4—Ross Crane.
7—Vespers.
7:30—Concert.
8—Address..Rabbi Leo Manheimmer
Individual sea'son tickets can be
secured from the merchants at $1.50
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2.00. By presenting this ticket St
the gate and so Tents additional it
will be made transferable for an3
one's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, half
price—under 6 free.
Single admiesicn 25 cents.
Children rs cents.
Tents put up ready for use, hoer
$3.00 up, owing to use. For Wits
see Mr. Will limp& 
I ,
•
- • •_..4cervawa,
411.
is in session at Buffalo, New York,
this state's candidate being Jerry M.,
Porter, formerly of this city. "The
annual convention of the Travelers',
Protective Association assembled
Monday with more than 1,000 dele-
gates in attendance. Considerable
interest centres in election of officers
Thus far there are three candidates
for the national presidency—Thad H.
Howe, of Chicago, Jerry M. Porter,
of Kentuelcy,and A. C. McKenzie, of Coloradln. Norfolk. Va., is seekingthe next convention."
CONGRESSMEN ARE WEARY
Attempt to Secure an Adjournment
by June 30.
Washington. June 13.—There is a
movement among the congressional
leaders to bring congress to a close'
on /tine 30. This will require con-I
stant night sessions beginning this!
week. Representative Watson, whipl
of the house, is engaged in secur-
ing the agreement of members of the
house to this effect.
Commissioner Yerkes' office is be-ing flooded with applications from
Kentucky and elsewhere from per-
sons who want jcibs in connection
with enforcement of the Denaturized
alcohol bill. There vril be a few
experts employed after January t,
1907, hut no jobs for laymen.
Woods' Nomination
Has Been Approved.
Washington, June 53.—The senate
committee on postoffices and post-
roads has acted favorably, it is un-
&rennet. on the nomination of Rob-
ert E. Woods an postmaster at Lon-
•
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Two surveying parties will start
about July x to finish the work of
surveying the Ohio river from Nas-
t burg to Cairo, which has been in
progress for the last two years, says
the OwenOboro Inquirer. The two
4' parties which are under the direction
of Capt. Henry Burgess, of the days. After •attending the gathering
1:11;iLd &Sates enginver's ottee, Lr. Red ,t_ weet to New York and
other points before returning.
be confirmed at the next executive
session of the senate.
The statement that it had been
confirmed was incorrect.
HIS BRAND.
The other day a juvenile bootblack
not far from the City Hall, New
Yor, was puffing away at the end
of a cigar, when a gentleman went
over to have a shine. The gentle-
man, thinking to have a little fun
at the boy's expense, asked him if
he always smoked cigars.
"Sure, boss' and always stick ':o
the same brand," answered the boot
black.
"Wlhat brand do you generally
smoke?" again asked' the gentleman.
:'Robinson 'Cruso, boss," replied
he boy.
"Robinson Cruso! I never heard
of that brand.
"lii/lk-st. Didn't you neverhear dat
Robinson Cruso was a castaway?"
The medical meeting was the larg- —Popular Magazine.
est ever held in the history of the
organization, 5,000 doctors being in
attendance, while nearly every doe-.
tor had a visitor with him, there-
fore the profesional assembly attract-
ed at least io,000 people. The ses-
sion teemed with many things of
deep interest.to the doctors. At-
lantic City, New Jersey was selected
as the place for holding their ow
gathering.
Local Society.
Yesterday was the day for holding
the first out-of-doors meeting by the
McCracken County Mkdical society.,
which consists of the physicians of
this city and county. On account of
the weather, though, the session
was not held. It was to have been
at the Metrooplis Landing down in
the county and be in the nature of a
picnic.
ilkfttetiWs_'-'-feltell'-`1W-t.ele`tft-41W4tefl
fle iftd.
4W THE NEW YORK
NINE-FOOT STAGE 5,000 SAWBONES
ONECT OF SURVEY OF THE GATHERING AT 
 
BOSTON
- -OHIO FROM PITTSBURG TO LARGEST EVER HELD BY,
CAIRO. , PHYSICIANS.
Two Parties Will Start on First of The Meeting for the McCracken
Jut's, One From Owensboro, Oth-
er From Elizabethtown.
Medical Society Was Not Held
Yesterday.
Louisville, will be in command of
S. F. Crecelius, who had charge of
the work last year. Last summer
t and fall two parties were engagedin the work. One party took the
soundings from Rising Sun to Louis-
-trifle and the other party took both
the soundings and precise levelsfrom Louisville to Owensboro.
The first party will begin work at
Owensboro and the second partyprobably will begin work at Eliza-bethtown, Ill., and continue to Cairo.
About forty-five men wiff be engagedin the work. It is expected that the
work will be finished by the time
winter sets in. A party of four men,beaded by J. M. Coons, by order ofCapt. Burgess, left Louisville yester-day afternoon in the little boat,Vave," to set gauges in order thatthe low-water mark might be ob-tained by the surveying party to
complete the work of setting the4gauges, 'which will be at intervals of
several miles.
The object of making a survey isto ascertain what it probably would 4w
SUN'S GREETING /PiW
cost to make a nine-foot stage of igw
1TO KENTUCKN)water in the Ohio the year round..frThe survey is made by an act of
congress, resulting from the agitation,
of the Ohio River Improvement as-
sociation. New York, June ',I.-The New,
York Sun, in its inimitable style, ex-STEEL TRUST PRESIDENT'S tends editorial greetings to the Ken-
WIFE SEEKS DIVORCE. ttKILY Home-corners today as fol-
lows
113 J. T. Reddick returned last eve
fling from Boston, Mass., and New
York, having gone to the former
place the first of last week to attend
the annual nreting of the American
Medical sogietyi which convened there t
and rernaineti in session for four'
FUNERAL SERVICES.
The Burial of Mrs. M. D. Kelly Will
Not Be Held Until This Morning.
Yesterday the burial (A -Mrs. M.
D. Kelly was postponed until this
morning at io o'clock, when she will
be interred at Oak Grove cemetery.
The funeral services were held at
4:30 o'clock ystrday aftrizoon at tht
rzsidence on Seventh and Clark
streets. and then because of the rain.
the burial was deferred until the
mentioned hour 'his morning.
The steamer Kentucky comes out(..1 the Tennessee river tonight and
lays until 5 o'clock Saturday after-
noon before getting out on her re-
- •turn trip,
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and gets here Saturday an her
y down to Memphis.
The 'City of Saltillo gets here to-
My from St. Louis en route ta the
Tennessee river.
Suit Filed in Nevada, Where Fqaiat "Everybody is fond of Old Ken-
tiff Is Staying With Husband's , tacky. Somehow life there seems
Mother and Sister. 'freer and fuller of zip and snap, a I
perpetual julep, which, to borrow a
Reno, Nev., June 13.--Mrs. Wm, phrase of Ntr. Stevenson's, "You,
Ellis Sorrey. wife of the president of keep sober to enjoy.' Its mountains
the United States Steel corporation, are the grandest and its politicians
,
yesterday filed a petition in the sec- immortal; the poet has spoken the,
ond district court of Neeadn. at this unforgetahle and final truth about
place for an absokite decree of di- that mother of beauties and Atlan-
`vorce. .Q.4,tran men, of statesmen by the hdn-progress which will result in Sorrey dred, of lusty and vital people.
brief, reciting that she was married They are on the bench by the old
'to Sorrey on Decetritxr ts, t8R3, and cabin door today, the emigrant Ken-
that he abandoned her about May tirckians returning to their home.1. tgos. She asks for a decree upon Mr. Justice Harlan. Mr. Carslile
the ground of desertion, and also re I MIr. Adalai Stevenson are on hand;quests the custody of their minor m girls and women, many diametersbe given to her. . lovelier than the dawn, are more
The petitioner has obtained three numerous than impassioned periods
attorneys of Reno to prosecute her in Pie illacleburn's fieriest speech
case. and Soucy will be represented Apple parings,, corn huskingii, Vir-by Pittsburg and Nevada counsel ginia reeks, burgoos. sewing beesSardis Summerfield, representing poker. games and many another spoil,Sorrey. stated today that he did not pri-itive or modern, will he enjoyedknow whether his client would op- in the jovial Kentucky fashion. Fivepose the petition or not. It is cur- days of fun, song, eloquence. dedi- irerrtly stated that negotiatins are 'n cation and exhilaration. All doorsprgress which will resul in Sorrey are open—jugs ditto. Here's to good,'giving his consent to the divorze. old hearty Kentucky."
aid his settlement upon his wife of
an, independent fortune. The attorn-
eys decline to discuss this phase of
the matter. i Jerry IC Porter One of LeadingMrs. Sorrey is attended while in. Candidates for Presidency.Reno by the mother and sister of,
—the defendant. She declines to see!
Tnewspaper men and pays no social he following dispatch shows that
!Kentucky is going after the presi-
dency of the National T. P. A. which
NATION1AL T. P. A.
PACKERS FOUND GUILTY.
'Of Accepting Rebates From Rail-
loads on Export Products.
Kansas City, June 13 -Armour &
0'Co., Swift & Co., Cudahy & Co., and
the Nelson Morris Packing company
wre found guilty in the United
States district court yesterday of ac-
t:ng concessions from thc
, Burlington & tjuincy railway
tin export shipments on packing
iteuse products.
The case was given to the jury at
pie. The verdict was returned at
140.
Judges Smith McPherson, of Red
Jek, la., the presiding judge, stated
hat sentence would not be assessed
til the case against the Burlington
ailway, which is charged with grant-
ing the concession to the packers, is
*concluded. The Burlington's trial
mill begin this afternoon. The law
in he present case provides for a
Inc only, and not a jail sentence.
t
Bowling Green, ICy-.K entucky
'Educational Association. Dates of
sale June t8th and 19th, t906, limited
to June 23rd, 1936. Round trip rate
5.45.
Opening Crow Indian Reserve-
on,-Tickets will tie sold to Sheri-
an Wyo., Billings and Miles City,
10 1 oat. Dates of sale June to to 26,
inclusive, final limit July Toth,
Round trip rate $29.913.
With a Desert Ahead
OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD SAVEENOUGH OF YOUR SUPPLIES TO SURELY TAKEYOU ACROSS IT.
With Old Age Ahead
BRINGING SICKNESS AND LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT,ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN ASYOU GO ALONG.
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY WEWE WELCOME SMALL ONES AS WELL AS LARGEONES.
Four Per Cent. paid on Savings Deposits
Open Saturday Nights
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 BROADWAY.
Some Bargains In Office Supplies
We are putting in Factory Lin es of Carbon Papers; Type WriterPapers, etc. To close out our presetnt stock we ocier the followinggoods at the prices quoted for June delivery only:
Carbon Papers at. $1.2e, $2.00 and $2.50Worth $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 per box.
Type Writer Papers at 
 63c, $5.00 and $1.50Worth 9oc, $1.33 and $3.00 per ream.
Arnolds, Cartters and Sanfords Ink per quart 45c. Worth 63c.Knickerbocker Covers at aoc per too. Worth 6o oeents.
NEVER AGAIN AT THIS PRICE.
Harbour's Book Department.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
ROLE AGENT, 'flog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
masaasasaanumasamatuammasa% 
S. P. POOL L. O. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND' EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES
NO. zit) 2433-205 S. THIRD ST.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
- Welvave on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
so Horse Power Motor,
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
•••,.
GUY NANCE,
Manager.
II. NANCE,
Embalmer,
GUY NANCE
Undertaker -and Embalmer,
AWE RE NOW S.7.017YI"'/(1 '' vALur.s TN WALLPA-PER THAT HAS .6Vb.t< U
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU. 
-2 sjEtigiat‘.....-
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will.
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
• g papers, canvass and tacks.
ittittittittt=======t
C. C. LEE. 315 bia.
froes4 ad I 
-"W t
J E. COULSON,
Steam and Dot Water Hiking,
Phone 133. 52g Broadway.
4WeGi4W•PW-4WEW-4-44t34tWitL'esitte-
INSURE WITI-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Officd 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696V. 
 -
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAt. EST/ilia. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARALL awnMONTHLY. PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 11113711R14ilaNT4K3W-111114LIESTATE JOURNAL AND PRKT LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
DG.R W. WRITTESIOR.11.- each/mak. a..
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
=M.
 1
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE ps
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—Trade your old bicycle in and
et a new one from Williams' isville, and It has gone to the cal- OPEN AY AND NIGHT.
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The lull confession of .Curtis Jett
in regard to assassinations. in Breath-
itt county was published in the
Courier-Journal and covet* ten col
tints.
The confession implicates ex-Judge
James llargis and ex-Sheriff Calla-
han in three murders. If ..the confes-
sion be .true, it may well be classed
an historical document for it is more
sensational than any piece of fiction.
Ordinarily the public is not wil-
ling; to condemn a man before be
1;eard, but the fact that Breathed
county has been the hat bed of as-
sassinations for ten years past, at
least, and that Judge Hargis and Cal-
lahan were the leading county offici-
al and failed to bring the guilty one
to justice furnishes some ground's for
believing that if they were not in
league with the assassins they at
least must have been in sympathy
witas /hem.
Every once in a while we run
across the right kind of a public of-
ficial, and the latest dishIrrery is out
in Kansas.
The calaboose in Everest, Kan., is
a serratli frame affair, &di feet, and
ands in the city park, near th
bank. The other day the city mar
shal arressted two men .for being
'drank and placed them the cala-
ose. The men were noisy and the
banker complained. The marshal
didn't . know -white other dispoeition
to uualtewf be men, so he loaded the
calaboose on a dray and hauled it
slut int!, the suburbs, where the two
prisoners Were at liberty to make all
the noise they saw fit.
Blesstisi is title women who gov-
erns her home with the Dilile. The
Troy, Kas . Chief rebates this inci-
dent :
"One of our citizens who occasion-
ally wipes the dishes for his wife be
came tired Of -the job and veined
saying: ''It is not a ntan's work."
Not Titling disposed to lose his help
she brought the Bible out to emevince
hirn 'ails error and read as follows
from tinge XXI, 23: And will
"wipe Yerusalem as a man wipetth 1
dish tinning it upside down." 'It is
needless to say that he is mill dieing
his occasional stunt."
The Home Coming 'edition of elle
Courier-Journal was issued yesterday
and contains much valuable data of
Kentucky. bet as the cd'ition
tains the Jett confession the Home
Corning feature; were overshadowed
and the thousands oi espies sent ont
by the Kentuckians who have wan-
dered away, but now in the metropo-
lis for a visit, Will give their friends
in other states a vivid pitee of Ken-
tricky hatory.
The further
into the
packing
for the
weak
houses,
— 
— 
eriereeweiserweennesesaweewearsowiseessarasesers.essereeereresee,
the inspectors probe the end they wel prove elite-live. li arys although eriposed by the two engineer reported along this line that
conditions. at the Chicago he is made gov
ernor c. blew York-- prominent candidates, who made the sidewalk could not be properly
and my judgment and best infor- -most vigorous campaigns. Mr. Vree- laid without the tree coming down.
the worse it looks illation are that he will be—he will land has a personal acquaintance end the board adopted his idea.
packers.
stomach
The
should
man with a
reed
-lines and let it go at that.
the head
- sThe remarks of Dr. Woods Hutch-
inson, of a California sanitarium be-
fore the convention of American
Medical association in Boston:
"After men have drunk .of life to
the limit, and after euerty.bit of their
ital energies have been used up, I
believe they ought to tito to the
scrap pile," has raised such a storm
of indignation that he -hastens to ex-
plain. He now says that his remarks
sere made through sympathy for the
old and diseased. lieseys they should
eut on steam," work hard, and make
the best of the few remaining year:
—In other words, rather than drag
cut a miserable existence for several
years, crowd 'all the pleasure, profit
etc., into a few years, "and live while
they live." It seems that the philan-
thropic gentleman's explanation
doesn't explain very clearly.
What's the Matter With Hearst?
(Courier-Journal.)
There seems a general concurrence
of opinion that the immediate occa-
sion of the rather sudden popular
uprising for William Jennings Bryan
to be the next democratic nominee
for president was "Fear of Hearst.'
If this be so it pays unconscious
tribute to Hearst. But, wherefore
the "fear?" fa point of fact, what
clearly put Hearst in the running
for the prgsidiency. That meant a
kind of revolutioin. Hearst has stood
outside the pale. It would place him
inside.
Such a contingency would exactly
repe-at a curious episode of thirty
years ago when Mi. Tilden, a rank
outsider, having fought a forlorn-
hope battle and, made himself gover-
nor of New York in spite of the
evil prognostications of the poli-
ticians, was nominated by the next
succeeding democratic national con-
vention foe pfelident of the United
. et/I TO( iStates..
The elecTigin Net -Hearst to the gov-
ernorship of the Empire State would
make a parallel case. The mayoralty
vote, the activity of the Hearst prop-
aganda, the recources supposed to
be at the commend of this, the queer
political conditions in New York, and
elsewhere, foreseradowed such a pos-
sibility., and, mindful of what hap-
pened at the law democratic national
convention, the party leaders all over
the country made up their minds oa
take et) sehances, and, having Mr.
Bryan in 'tieserve and preferring him
to anybody, they pressed the button,
and an awaiting public sentunent
spontaneous to the touch, gave read)
and enthusiastic answer in Arkansas,
Missouri and Indiana. In each of
the other states of the union mili-
tant democracy will do the rest, mak-
ing MT Bryan's nomination unani-
/nous long before the assembling of
the national convention.
So much for Mr. Hearst as a pro-
vocative, as a counter-irritant, as a
scare-crow. But, why should the
leaders, why the masses of the party.
make a great governor, as Tilden did.
"Did they not abuse Tilden ss
much as they are abusing Hearst?
Was notiefferson, in his time, a devil
00 two .stiaks, according to le Fed-
eralises?
"mug is the matter with yolu? Do
you expect to unhorse monopoly with-
out abuse? And, Which is likely to
prove .the stronger candidate, he of
whom lade good or ill can be said,
/Ace the late Judge Parker or a man
;Ike &karst, whom they hate and fear
and will most bitterly assail?"
This is a congent and percuasive
stetement. As an argument it is not
without force. AssuredY' the writer
cf it believed every word:of it to be
strictly true., In opplasing Mr.
Heerst's pretentions in Toole the Cou-
ricr-Journal was at pains to 'say that
it look no stock in the disparage-
ment of his personality. On the con-
trary, it declared 'that in point of
character and performance he was
far and away in the lead of all the
rich man's sons who had attracted
peiblic attention. We did not fail to
mark that the identical ill things said
about him had been said about Jef-
ferson and Jackson, ventteing the ,
opinion that in a presidential election
they would do him no more harm
than they' had done them. The point
we made against Mr Hearst was that
his campaign was both premature and
unseemly; that the going after a
presidential nomination with a brass
band and a check book was prepos-
is the matter with Hearst? terons; and this view voiced a prevail-
There are reasons for believing in g opinion among thoughtful people
that Hearst wma 'really the winning then and now.
candidate for mayor of New York It fully explains the "fear of
in the last municipal election. But, Hearst." His methods affront the
whether he was, or not, the vote he better judgment of a party, by nature
received was significant. It broke modest and moderate, to which he
into all calculations and surprised avows only a partial allegiance. He
everybody. Is ease it should prove may lack for neither individually nor
the forerunner of an election to the magnetism. That he possesses cour-
governorehip of the state it would age, purpose and tenacity shows for
itself. That he is a good citizen and
an honorable and patrotie man we
have no doubt. He has had extra-
ordinary success in a pursuit to which
be addressed himself, whilst yet a boy
terming a worthless newspapet prop-
erty, owned by his father an Ti given
him as a plaything, from a g at an-
nual deficit to a great annual profit.
Although we cannot applove the
style, make-up, and especially the
tspography, of the Hearst journals,
we pay ready homage to the con-
structive genius and energy which
created them, and have nothing but
consideration and good will for the
man, who, in spite of much that we
eSsapprove, has maintained his
ground, improved his standing and
given such promise of tbe fit re.
If we were Mr. Ifearsieft
friend we should disthiide
the following of reAltf^ii.
but a pharnotn. No man can be true
to his caling as a journalist andbe 
a seeker after office. Upon the
threshold, the honest journalist is at
a great dsadvan'age, and, in -time,
if he sticks to the political arena he
will cease to be honest. Journnal-
km is a jealous mistress and public
opinion is a skittish jade. Between
'he two the self-seeking journalist is
likely to go down. He can not suc-
cessfully play fast and loose with
either. Upright, elevated, powerful
journalism rests upon, and can only
be long sustained by, two supports:
independence and disinterestedness.
Both are at .war with office getting.
Does Mr. -Hearst court the fate of
Horace Greeley? If he deem let him
rso ahead. He will surely get there.
be so down on Nfe. Hearst? What But he were wiser to throw office to
hag he done or failed to do. wli.ch the slogs and go in for the develop-
should bring him discredit, or fright. trent and substantiation of principles
en anybody? and ideas. In answer therefore to
Last winter there appeared in these the query with which this article be-
essemies a letter from a friend of gan, let us say that the only matter
Mr. Hearst, rating us for "u.nfriendli with Hearst is that he seeks the
ness" to a professional brdther, de- presidency too transparently and too
aceibed. as "a noble young man with aggressively, hurting himself by
high ambitions and aims.' in whom
the editor of the Courier-Journal
should find a colleague and take a
pride in the good fight of the masses
against the classes. This letter was
so striking and is so apposite that
we need make no apology for repro-
ducing- it: The writer of it was and
is a democratic member of congress
in excellent standing. Here it is:
'Let me tell you that Hearst ha
betnnd tiiirrirr organized I
At Paris. Ky.. the people are de-
termined to break op liquor selling
eon Sunday, and the sale of the stuff
to sonorssj
The geend jttry brought indict
ments against 13. D. Connors, pro-
prietor of Fordhaen Hotel, fined him
$soo for seling liqoor to minors ands
beeping open on Sunday. They also
TevoltQ his license and refused to
issue another to anyone while Con-
nors has charge of the hotel.
The Frankfort politicians have de-
cided to hold a bentsocratie' primary
on Nolensber 6 to nominate a ticket
to be voted'for erne year later.. The
`4,2 HOW/ sObiffi‘filfk3 and poiltical news
papers will forthwith proceed' to get
bmsi and the Otaki may expect to
see a hot time is 0)1. Kentqcky for
the next five molitler
If everything pendia •01Y sinek!thy.
all good aelt w,F9itif it Melt-pot,
then look out, (or.ftexii NM. t,
Aas..,146.11. .
Vt thuds eluch public opinion will
roe brook
 nes 
probably not surpassed by any other Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott was
young man in Kentucky, extending empowered to purchase arrange-
to scores and hundres in every One ments so he could fix his double
of the 119 counties in Kentucky. hurness whereby four horses can be
is a brother of -John W. Vreeland putched up together.
publisher of the Farmer's Home, The board, P-urchase
Journal, and at the head of the mad be y the street inspector front
Democratic executive committee in R. G. Terrell, the dray to be used
beetisville and Jefferson county, and in hauling stone, etc.
of Graham Vreeland, 'anenaging-edit-I The street inspector was allowed
or of the Courier-Journal, who for to buy twenty-five loads of gravel
ten years was the legislature corres- that are needed in repairing the pub•
pondent for the Courier-Journal at liestreets.
Frankfort. I It was ordered that the warehouse
The Democratic nominations fPr.epople on Jefferson between First
state offices wit be made again by,and Second be compelled to repair
state offices will be made again by;their sidewalks, which are in bad
Vreeland 'has begun an active cahmas- condition.
'reign. Up to the present time he Some years ago an ordinance was
no opposition. passed ordereing that the city sani-
tary sewerage. be rem from Jones
street through an alley between Third
and Furth .up several hundred feet
beyond Norton street, so the peopls
could connect with the system. The
sewer was never extended, and the
people living up that way now ask
that this be done. On' referring to
the ordinance, however, it is found
the measure has long since been
dead by reason of expiring, therefore
the extension cannot be made.
The independent telephone com-
pany was given permission to place
an "anchor" at Fourth and Husbands
S treets.
Marketmaster Frank Smedley was
ordered to have moved the band
stand erected at the %Broadway end
of the markethouse on Second street.
The stand obstructs the thousands of
people who daily attend market, and
was constructed without authority by
the band people, who can very easily
give their concerts on the New Rich-
mond hotel balcony, as evidenced
last Saturday night.
A petition from a number of mer-
chants to permit the band stand to
remain, wis received and filed but as
the obstruction is a violation of
the law, it was not grantee.
City Engineer Washington notified
the &lard that the piping had arrived
for. the sewer to be laid from Third
sad Harrison streets down to the
islet, edge, so water that accummu-
around that intersection can be
drained off into the Ohio. He will
start the work right away, expecting
to get started by the last of this week
or-first of next.
There was referred
engineer the question
UNUSUAL COURT POINT RAISED
(Continued from Page One.)
sig, the administrator of Fred Hessig.
The Fidelity and Deposit company
was on Dr. Hessig's bond as admin-
istrator in the state court. The bond
company had to pay Mrs. Wain-
weight the amount of judgment
against Administrator Hessig. Now,
when the latter files a petition in
bankruptcy. Me bond company asks
the referee to direct that it come in
tor whatever money Mrs. Wainwright
would be allowed for her claim. The
referee made an order to this effect,
and the Wainwrighht claim pro rated
with the balance, and whatever is
realized, go to the bond company
as reimbursement for having to pay
Mrs. Wainwright for Hessig.
Attached Watch.
Several days ago William White-
head, the restaurant man of Broad-
way near Second, had a stranger
named H. Bleakie or Blackmore ar-
rested on the charge of entering the
restaurant, eating a meal and then
refusing to pay for it. On being ar-
rested Blakie put up his watch as
bond, to keep from going to lie
then employed Bagby & Martin, and
Lawyer • Graves to represent him in
the police cowl, where he was fined
by Judge Sanders, Now Bagby
Martin and Lawyer Graves yesterday
got out an attachment suit in Justice
Emery's courte attaching the watch
Bleakie left with Chief Collins as
guarantee for the police court fine.
These lawyers claim Bleakie has not
paid his attorneys fee, which amounts
to tate The ticker was attached in
the chief's hands where it is still
held, while the justice tries the ac-
tion next Monday in his court.
Fine Assessed.
Frank Beckto was fined $5s and
costs by justice Emery yesterday
for cursing J. M. McDonald. It
seems Beckto was driving '- me cows
across McDonald's land, zed on the
latter protesting, Beckto cursed him.
•
Charged With Cursing.
Charles Hamilton was warranted
in Squire Emery's court yesterday at
instance of "Nubs" Holland, who
c)aims Hamilton threatened to kill
him because Holland let alrs. Hamil-
ton seek refuge in the Holland home
ne day when the heislnind was
charged with abusing Mrs Hamilton.
The warrant against Hatni'zon comes
up this morning at to o'cl .ck.
Judge Still Away.
Judge Lightfoot is still at Creal
Springs and will not be home until
the last of this week.
Real Estate Deals.
R. S. Barnett has sold to Fred
Smith for rt and other considera-
tions, property on Farley street in
Mechanicsburg. The deed was lodged
t
for record yesterday with the coun-
ty clerk.
J. E. Williamson sold to Amelia
Flynn for $.300, property on the
north side of Clay between Eleventh
and Twelfth streets.
cares(
Itrine
best
HERBERT VREELAND FOR
SECRETARY OF STAT.:.
So much encouragement has be--
given Herbert Vreeand, the present
active and progressive young Com-
missioner of Agriculture, to offer
himself again as a candidate for a
office-. That after mature
ADVERTISE STREET WORK
(Continued from Page One.)
to the city
of requiring
the traelien company to lower the
grade of the street at Fountain
avenue and Jefferson street. The
company, in building track left the
grade so high water cannot properly
drain T. while it leaves a "hump'
in the hreet. The engineer goes out
with Mr. Bleecker today to see what
is ncessary to reduce the grade to
its proper level.
,There was referred to the city
engineer the question of improper
'oracles alit drainage at Broadway and
Fountain averme.
Someone has torn down a part of
the fence on Caldwell near Twelfth
street, which was erected to prevent
driving over the side of the deep
fill. Street Inspector Elliott was or-
dered to take his men out there to
repair the place.
When the street car company was
putting down its switch on Broadway
near Fountain avenue, the heave
wagons passing back and forth had
to drive over where the sidewalk is
to be laid. The heavy vehicles
(oohed some of the small sewer
piping miming underneath the
wound, and protected only by their
layer of dirt. The street inspector
was instructed to repair these broke
pipes, because the free flow of gutter
water is obstructed otherwise.
The city engineer was directed by
the board to notify all street con-
tractors they must put danger lights
out upon the public thoroughfares
they have torn up, or on piles of
material and rubbish, so as to warn
the people of these dangerous places.
The board of works has been con-
vening its meetings at 4 o'clock each
Wednesday afternoon heretofore, and
remaining in session until 6 o'clock,
but as they cannot get all their
business finished in that length of
time, it was decided to meet at 3
o'clock next Wednesday afternoon,
avenue
and ,not a socialist. the lase state election had never been 
at venth street, He doel
"He has spent hie money e 4 Tilden a candidate, for office. Altho 
not want the tree cut away, but theugh 0
Ispent his money, to ferret out and was his firstappearance he Won his 
board decided no partiality could
punish corruption. His lawsuits in nomination for Cornmisiioner of he s
hown, and if the city engineer
tife ointiereet, of the people, =bier Agriculture by a majority of 36,00p, foun
d it absolutely necessary to,
tho.e1/4of the president. are genuine) next to the largest majority,veceived chop the 
tree on laying the walks,
eh* 'eel. They mein something. Trilby ny, candidete in the 
hite print- this would kaye to . be done. The
union vote of the entire country.
Nobody can poll this vote but him.
and nobody can get it away from
him. You say he larks official train-
ing. How much had your man Till-
den when you nominated him. for
president? You say that he meet
stand sip and show himself and be
seen. Would you have dared to
show Tilden? You say - he cannot
speak. Could Jefferson? You say
he is a creation of Arthur fins-
'bane's genial!' and the shadow of
Arthur Prisbane's socialistic theories.
Why .should yott think 'this? He i
Arthur Brisbane's 'master and em
ployer. He agrees no further with
lilriebane's peculiarities than you de
'with the peculiarities of one of your
brilliant young men on the staff of
the' Courier-Journal. He is, in fact,
and to my certain knowledge, a Jef-
fersonian democrat, an in'divid'ualist
sideration he has decided to become the time limit, therefore this work
a candidate for secretary. of state.lwill go ahead as soon as the city
It certainly looks like he has won for engineer finishes the specifications
Ihimself the backing of the farmers for it. •
of Kentucky for whatever he may City Engineer Washington reported
seek, and in recognfeation of hie ef- to the board that he had completed
forts in their behalf 'since his election the new toncrete culvert on Mil!
as State Commissioner thousands of street near the city limits in Me-
them have urged him to offer kw an- ehanicsburg.
for other state office, since the con-1 The bpard decided to wait until the
etitution makes him ineligible for re- legislative street committee meets
election. Mr. Vreeland has accomla-: with it, before deciding about ex-
lightd something in an office that, tending the culvert wings beside the
was created for the farmers, but till on Broadway just beyond Foun-
whicb had been of very little benefit tam n avenue. The fill has been
to them), and it is refreshing to the :la idened. therefore the culvert ends
Democrats of Kentucky when they will have to be.
find public servants who devote all, ,Capte King Hale had laid before
their time and thought to fulfilling the board a request that there be
the -duties of their office with en-
saved his fine tree standing out
ergy and intelligence
where the concrete pavement will go
Me. Vreeland is the youngest of
the present state officials, and until in front of his 
home on Kentucky
Wi give t em one our
longer.
A petition was received from the
Retail Merchants association of the
city, asking that there be repealed
or amended the municipal ordinance
'regulating hanging of Signs in front
of business houses on account of
some of the signs as now hanging,
conflict with the law. As the city
legislative boards are the only ones
that can change a law, the board of
works ordered the communication
handed down to those bodies for
consideration, while at the same
time Street Inspector Elliott was
directed to ascertain . how many
streets signs were, hanging contrary
to the law, this information to be
for benefit of the boards.
Miss Bess Tinkle of Rutherford,
Tenn,, has gone home after visiting
Mrs. Harry Johnson while en route
home from Dawson
Mrs. Willie Wehks of Hopkinsvtile
is visiting in the city.
Miss Hattie Davis of Smithland is
visiting itt the city.
4
ECTACLES
EYE GLASSES
Titterci "otgow$
and Solid kid
Ad Jested $5.00
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER A OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW_
4 2 0
OLD— .
202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 755.
NOTICZ.
List of new subscribers added bz
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
2782—Bryant,
Clark.
2730—Council,
8th.
A. F.,, Res., 71*
1.
C. W., Res., 711 N.
2781--rFowler, Pete, es., Gobel
Ave.
2778—Horton, I Met, Res., 1620
Trimble
277--StEphon, L. M., Reit., 'Broad
St.
751-a—Stephon, I- M., Store,,
Br.dge St.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the .elty over 3,e00 )
srthscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; °aside of the-,
city and within the county we hav
63 times as many subscriber. as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
a telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. ia
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty;
million people from your home.
Call .300 for further information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
• coin•Awr.
• --11:;i4-••••••••••••• -
•
I.
BREVITIES7 GAY PARTY
MR. ,CHA.HRLES HORTON RE- MISS ALL
IE F1OSTER ENTER-
SIGNS HIS POSITION WITH TAJNED FO
R HER POPU-
WALLERSTEINI TO GO) WITH LA.R VISITORS.
1THE ROY L. CULPLY CO.
Miss Lallah Wilson and Dr. 14. E.
Addition Nearly tii7iiiilieted. to the
°Building Formerly Used by Furn-
iture Factory Retail Department
Mr. Charles, Horton, the salesman
at Wallerstein teothers ctothing es.
tablishment, has resigned his posi-
tion, preparatory to going with the
Roy. L. Culiey house that will stare
up in the fall at their bulding now
going up on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth streets.
Horton is°,4an experienced
clothier who has title% in Vie busi-
ness for a number of years, 6nd will
be general clothing salesmao for the
6 new concern.
Goes With New House.
Mir. James Davis has resigned his
positkin with the Wallerstein Cloth-
ing house, and the first of next
month takes a place with the 1.1
Wieille concern. He is one of the
best yousglerthiers and salesmen in
the cits ati• popular young mart.
"•••
•
Foust United in Marriage At Ben-
ton—Mr. Luft's Sister to Wed.
Last evening Miss Allie D. Foster
entertained a number of young people
with a delightful social at her home
on Jefferson between Sixth and Sev-
enth streets. The honored guests for
tie occasion were her visitors Misses
:Annie Whitnell and Macon Sebastian
of Martin, Tenn., and a gay time was
Iliad by the happy party which passed
the evening indulging in different
games. Light refreshments were
served.
Married At Benton.
'Tuesday at Benton there was
united in marriage Miss Lallah Wil-
son and Dr. R. E. Foust, both well
known young people of that city
where they will reside after return-
ing from their bridal tour to Clarks-
ville, Tenn.
The bride is a beautiful girl, and
daughter of the late W. J. Wilson,
Ifor years county clerk of Marshall
Changed Headquarters. county. She is a sister of Rev.
The Thornasr C. Leeds Investment Lloyd D. Wilson, the Baptist min-
company has rented a suite of offices ister formerly of this city, but now of
on, the second floor of the fraternity
building where the - company btr_ti- "°u1seille
•
nets will heletifter be cOnducted.1 
Dr. Foust is a tilting dentist
The rooms talren were ..khe ones
came to Benton several, years
,ete D from Clarksville.formerly occupied by ;edge
Greer. •
Addition Mori, DM*. Next Wednesday at Columbus,
The buge addition has nearly been Ohio, Miss Anna Loft and Mr.
completed tis- The double bolding Robert Dunlap will be married at
formerly used by the furniture fac- the bride's home. The young lady is
tory for its retail department on a sister of Mr. Jacob Luft of this
Third between Brdsgfavae and Ken- city, who accompanied by his wife,
tucky avenue. The addition length- leaves today to attend the nuptials,
ens the structufes by about 75 feet I
at the rear andlbe finishing touche
s
are • ern* pet to it hythe mint-
ers and others. When entirely com-
plete() the place will be moved into
by the F. N. pardner furniture store
which iy new located, several doors BURGLARS CONTINUE WORK. 
furtherdown towards the avenue on
Third. 1 INO
 ON AN trrialEDED
Paducahan's Sister.
who
ago
LAW BRFAKEIS
SCALE. ,J,nagsr., •
Farmers' State Institut*.
• 
Yesterday morning the Paducah- "
ft I
an' Who went to Louisville to try Thieves Entered Home of Constable
to wet the • 1007 annual coevention
of the State Farmers' Instilute re-! Shelton—This 
bcorning cet
turned to their houses iethis city. Starts of Issuing Warrants Against
although it looks like Sbelbyvillel;or tlie.'coorentibn; still local Bhantyboaters.
people have not given up hope. The I
executive soarrnittee of the state in-,
inittne met at Louisville, as it del Fannie Wilson, Keeper of a West
veluped they did not name the Place Court street resort, was arrested yes -
of meeting next year, but ),hat the terday on two warrants, eye charg-
fective the Monday just past. prfivid-
Pf-,ng her with runniiit difirderlylate mate legislature passed. a bill,
establishment, and t " l'bther with
iu'Shat the execcutive r°mmdtiee being drunk and disorderly herself.
shall recommend, to the. state corn- Sic was arrested by Officers McCune
missioner of agriculture, and the lat- itntl Woods.
ter's board. what city the executive
committee wanted designated as the;
place of gstkerinta .The conwnittee 7
on learning -of this law. recommend-I Early yesteroay morn:ng thieves
ed Shelbyville to She state anthori- tried to enter the home of Mr. Tom
ties. Elder .at Nineteenth and Monroe
streets, but were scared away before
Bought Telephone Lines. getting inside. Last week the hen
Nix. A. L. Joyues, manager of this houses of L. J. Melton, E. R. Brad-
district for the Cumberland Tele- wereshaw and Mr. Hargrcve, all
phone company, has returned from raaled in that vicinity.
Wickliffe. where he went and tooki
charge of the telephone lines his
company bought there. He installedl
as manager. Mr. H. G. Bachman Yesterday County Attorr.:y Alber.
son of Rev. George O. BachtnIn Barkley got a list from tht .coun
ty
cesm•rte 'motor of the Cumberlaei clerk's office showing how many
Presbyterian church in this city. shantyboaters had paid the $s an•
wet license exacted from them by
Hotel Clerk Leaves. Ilve state laws. The attorney then
wife leave to_ took the list and turned it over to
Mr. Ott Adams and constable Shelton so he could strike
day for Vienna; Ill., for a month's
stay before going rtsewsere to le. these names off the paper on which
tate. Mr. Adams has been the pop-lhe
 hat t':e name of every party own-
ing a lica.seteeit that is morred to thc
ttlar and efficient day clerk at The r;yer bank anywhere, in this city and
Palmer for sevcral years, but
ceunty. Today the constable will
signed last week. He has a number,
:dart work of issuing vorrantc
of good offers made him, hut does
not care to accept any just at presygainst the delinquents, and when the
et*. oocume
fits are all made out, the big
i raid will be made. The officers have
is.e..eateetees+eepe-Hee++++.1eHelel-P. bsen working on this proposition for•
et ,ome dart, 
▪ RIVER RIPPLING& • shsntyboaters to pay
 license, or b
• 
• Ened in the courts.
1).
• 44-1-4-1-H-.1.4.4.4-4-44++++.11444-041-14
• •
••••••••••••
Burglars Scared Away.
Warrant Shantyboi.tera
I Proprietor—Pt E. Stutz of The
Another Wheel Gotta.
The towboat T. II. Davis has been Columbia, reports th5 theft of his
. let off the marine ways where she hike from outside the store door.J
underwent considerable repairiitg.
e The steamer Clytk. lett 'yesterday Constable's Home Ransacked.
1 for the Tennessee- 
river, She comes Yesterday morning Constable A. C.
back here next Monday night. Shelton  was awakened at his resi-
is t The James Leo h
a s been pulled out dence in 339 Hayes avenue by some-
, ts. 
on the marine ways to undergo re- tone at the window, and arising
pairs. viiickly scared away a burglar. Ex-
it, The Buttorff tame in yesterday strination 'developed that the culprit
from Clarksville. 'end immediately bad cut the schreen to this room.
left for Nashville. i but did not enter, while in the front
The Georgia Lee passes, up today room he effected entrance and ran-
e 
bound for Cincinnati from MTmphis- ucked dressers and wardrobes, but
 
I failed to steal anything. He had
• Mrs. James Cainpbell, Sf., returned dumped the drawer contents onto the
O .1Ret night from Colorado Springs, floor.
a ,
 Colo., where she actomp '  ,her 
.
,- 
• The night before a thief tried to
son, City Solicitor Janmi A ell, a;et iu Gene Bass' home not far dis-
8 ft., who is out there for his `health. taint on that, street, but Bass shot
1 which is improving. Judge' ,rionteS . once and seared the prowler *Way.
Campbell, gr., 'went ''..,eo i Cairo . , 
yesterday and Itid .1Alili.- i ,Wiff t.,, Weep NePie Hendrick
returning with her Tut night. i.,,.._ villit. in Priallgeton. ,..,
has git7 to
LOUD WHISTLING
PEOPLE ALONG RIVER FRONT
ENTER COMPLAINTS WITH
mAyog.
BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
W L Per.
Danville
Ca'ro  
Vincennes
Jacksonville
Wharf master Brown Is Directed to Paducah
Mtatt cern
Promiscuous Whistling While
Boats Are Moored.
Complaint has been made to
Mayor Yeiser regarding the loud and
promiscuous whistling of steamboats
while lying in the harbor of this city,
anci the mayor has ordered Wharf-
master Frank Brown to see that
there is enforced the city law per-
taining to this. It is claimed that
boats moored at the bank .whistle un-
necessarily day and night and this
disturbs the people of that vicinity
greatly.
Although the mayor gave the or-
der, he restricted it so that the boats
are compelled to desist from whistling
only when the crafts are moored at
the landing or wharfboat. He does
not think the ordinance is a valid
one, because it says boats cannot
whistle inside one half mile of the
wharf. The mayor expressed him-
self as believing that boats could
whistle as often, loud and long
as they wanted to, no matter if only
a few feet out from bank just so
they are not moored to shore. In
taking this position he said the
United States government controlled
the rivers, and had regulations com-
pelling steamers to whistle, therefore
he did not believe a municipality
could pass laws contrary to and hav-
ing any effect upon the federal laws
The mayor believes the city can
control the proposition when a boat
is tied to bank, and ordered the
wharfmaster to see that none blew
its whistle unnecessarily while
moored. As soon as the towlines are
released though, the craft can
whistk all it wants to, if it floats
only a few feet from shore.
MANY FINE ADDQESSES
(Continued from Page One.)
About too delegates are attending
the meeting and all are among the
leading women of). their respective
cities, it being quite a representative
gathering of noble workers, nearly
all of whom have been before the
public in this district for years in
this grand calling. All are stoppng
with different friends over the!CitY•
A number 'et letters were read. dtsi-
ing yesterday's session from !rri.iRrs;
ters in the conference and missionary
workers in foreign fields, expressing
the wish for a good and beheficial
session. This conference maintains
many workers in distant lands at a
huge expense, as shown by the treas-
urer's report above.
Today's Programme.
Thursday, ei a, m.—Praise and
testimony meeting, Mrs. W. F, Craw-
ford; report of fraternal delegate,
Woman's Home Mission society; re-
port from Memphis district report
from Jackson district; workers' con-
ference. cofiducted by Mrs. J. C. Ot-
tinger; devotional services, conducted
by Mrs. J. C. OttInger; devotional
services, Mts. Ada Cooper,
Thursday, 3 p. m.—Devotional
service; paper, "A Visit to MeTyeire
Sehool, China," Mrs. J. C. Sweeney:
repolts from Paris district; young
people's rally, addresses by Misse;
Glenn, Waters and Barnes.
Thursday. 8 p. m.—Address, 'The
Evangelization of the World in This
Generation." Mrs. .A. M. Barnes.
PROMOTION LIST NOT FINISHED
entered into, 'and it should be
completed before the colored elec-
tions are taken up. It is understood Bill Britton, Ed Callahan and 
Jessthe courthouse, staying there all 
an outhouse Jim and Elbert Hargis,
that one of the trustees opposed tol Spicer. There were two shot
guns
night. 'Hargis told him that Cock- I
;
Miss Morgan has announced that the rill would be in town Monday. Jett in the crowd. This was about 
fifteen
board will go ahead and elect :he says he and Smith fired on Cockrill or twenty minutes after the killing
colored teachers and then let the from the window next to the Craw- • rs t-()X .
deadlock in ss Morgans case oon- ford building and that Abner 
tio. L.rr. .... 
terve until the end of the year, if ftom a window further down on the
necessary, and do away with tl'e street from the same side of the
English study until a settlement is ceenthouse All of the men had Win-
reached. Hearing of this, the fri"dll chester rifles. .
of Miss Morgan, it is reported, have ,
decided to refusce to let anything os -, , After the S
hooting.
done until this controversy is set-'• After the shooting 
Jett
tied one way or the other, as they down the banisters mind went
do not want her taken advantage of side door of the courthouse
like this. One of the trustees reg-lHargis' store. Hargis sent h
im
terday said that the others who are back to the courthouse to defend 
the
trying to get her out are "up against men in there. He went back a
nd
the wrong proposition this time." stood guard at the courthouse. That
and that they will be given a dose night after dark all of the men
of their own bitter medicine before esebaped from the building by the
the question is wooled if they con- back sNrway. They spent the night
finite acting in that manner. 'at Ed Callahan's place.
1 Jett says Alex Hargis is innocent
Subject To Examination. 
_, anti was always trying to avoid
Last MionftY when the "4'''i trouble. Jett says that Callahan and
board elected white teachers,
e• "mine-
"lit. jive had frequently discussed the kill-
wet chosen subject to exa ing of Cockrill, and he also says that
tion" in order to see if they have 11. Hargis furnished the rifles for
kept abreast with the advance work.,the killing. He says that Jesse
""'e 
examinations. however, will Spicer was the only other person who
not be conducted until sometime lag
g 
, knew of this thing except Bill Brit-
Auust. % iton, ,John Smith, John Abner,, Jim
Annie Taylor west to Got, 
and ElbertHargis and Ed Callahan.
yesterday to visit. -.,,) W
hy Hargis Wanted CockrUl Killed.
:..: Judge Hargis wasted Cockrill
• -411,
23 17 -575
23 17 -575
as17.564
tg so .4871
 19 21 -475
12 26 .316
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Padlucah.
Danville at M'attoon.
Vincennes at Jacksonville
aceptuit of rain the Vincennes
Pa4,tcahi ,game scheduled for yester-
day, was postponed.
As Jacksonville won from M'attoon
yesterday, Paducah is now next to
/vniitoon.
Jactsatitrille, g; Mattoon, I.
Tacksonville, IN., June f3.—To- 
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
day's game resulted as follows: 
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. Yeu must see our
RHE beautiful line of i
 
1 5 3 . 
. •
ss
144.13atkEennj2 rvii el sl e— Ames, Allen and Belt: our perfect line of
 
9 13 I, Niagara Falk Cut Gla 
MkC,arthy and Schissell.
IMMINP•••••••
No Garrae at Cairo,
Cairo, Ill , June i3.—Heavy rain all
day caused postponement of Cairo-
Danville game.
Mrs. Daniel Harkless, proprietress
of the Creal Springs, III, hotel was Eyes Tested Free.
here yesterday arranging for the
band and other features for the
Jeweler and Opticiai.
grand opening ball to be given at 315 Broadway
. Gutbries Old Stand.
that hostelry tomorrow night.
killed because he said Tom and Jim
CURTIS JETT TELLS OF MURDER Cockrill had tried to kill him.I Regarding the murder of J. B.
!Marcum, Jett says that before this
murder he and Jim Hargis had been
on bad teems on account of the fact
that Hargis had him sent to prison
for assaulting several men. On the
Sunday before Marcum was killed
Callahan, he says sent for him to
come to the courthouse, and the lat-
ter told him that Tom White was in
town, and that it was desired to kill
Jim Marcum on Monday. He said
Callahan supplied him with a 38 re-
volver, and that. he stay o I in town
that night.
Jett further stays that the plan wa::
Ii,.- Torn White to raise a fuss with
Marcum and kill him; but that if,
in the fight, Marcum should get the
better of White, Jett was to take a
hand and shot Marcum.
Jett says Ewen's ,testimony con-
cerning this is correct. He says
White walked by Marcum into the
courthouse, but did not shoot. Jett
himself was about three sheets in
the wind and, he says, seeing that
White was not going to shoot, shot
Marcum himself, and when the
%sounded man had fallen walked up
:•.nd fired another bullet in:o his
body:
Jett further says that when he
asked White wbeibe.litt Marcum get
away from him, White said that the
agreement was that if there were
many people around they were to
pass the thing up.
Concerning the happenings after
the killing, Jett says, that Hargis
promised to get him out of the
trouble. lie and Tom White went
to Hargis' store after the shooting,
and from there to Jett's grandmoth-
er's. He says the only people connect
ed with the Marcumkilling so far as he
knew were Jim. Hargis, Ed Callahan,
Asbury Spicer, Tom White and Jett.
He denies that Fulton French had
anything to do with the killing.
The Killing of Dr. Cox.
Jett says that he knows very little
about the killing of Dr. Cox, and
that he had no hand in it. He says
that after Cox was killed he had
been upstairs at the jailer's house,
and that he was called to the 'phone.
Jett started to run down the street,
and on his way met Alex Hargis.
who had also heard shots. Fearing
that some of the members of the
family had been shot, they ran to
Tim Hargis' garden and saw near
(Continued from Page One.)
It has always been contended by peo
pte'in Jackson that Dr. Cox was the
victim of 'bullets -fired by Elbert Her. I
gis and William Britton, and while
Jett, it is said, verified this belief in
hRi confession, Judge Hargis says his!
htother Elbert was at his home one
mile ftom Jackson, the night Dr. Cox'
Moot killed.
The Hargis Trials.
There is much speculation here as
tq what bearing the confession of
Jett will have on the coming trial of
the Haegises. They are all on bond
to appear for trial here on indict-
4
ments charging them with the mur-
der. and complicity in the murder
ot James Cockrill. Judge Hargis
litcl a trial, which resulted in a hung
jury. The commonwealth demurred
from the instructions of Judge Park-
er, in which he held that Hargis
1&:- been near by looking on
was killed to have
Our Handsome S
ARE NOW ON DIS
abrics
1(3
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE1 CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COIZIS HERE FOR HI&
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR I.:VERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
_-•
DO NOT BE HASTY
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
In Fancy Sterling silver peices--ou r prices special for May—Silver
plated work at Va price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each price. Call early for choice of selection.
J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co
Witis
conda
igiatty of murder. This instruc-
tion, the commonwealth claimed. pre-
vented the conviction of Judge Har-
gis. and he has taken the matter to
the court of appeals for a decision.
the cases were on the docket for
this term of court. but were contin-
ued because the higher court has not
rendered a decision as yet as to the
proper instruction for Judge Parker
to give to the jury. Elbert Hargis
tied Ed Calahon were the men in-
dicted. andfall of them were allowed
hail- after the jury failed to convict
Judge Hargis.
Tells His Accomplices.
•Jett says that he and John Abner
ancl John Smith killed Jim Cockrill
from the second story of the court-
house at Jackson. He implicates
Bob Deaton and Elbert Hargis. Jim
Ilargis. Ed Callahan, Jess Spicer and
Bill Britton. When Cockrtil at-
tempted to arrest Judge Jim Hargis
the judge and Ed Callahan and Jett,
according to his story, arranged to
kill Cockrill. He says they objected
to his killing Cockrill in a street
bght and planned an assassination.
At their suggestion, says Jett, Abner
and Smith and Jim Hargis came to
Jackson the Saturday night before
the shooting. They spent part of
Sunday at Jett's gerandmotfo-r's, and
Sunday after dark, went into th..•
town and to the old sheriff's office in
slipp:d
out the
and to
rested on his s'aying all night and
leeping watch, and that when he
inquired if anybody was shot some
one told him Dr. Cox had been
killed. He also heard Judge Hargis
say, "He bellowed powerfu!."
PA13ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
id
Gray's Buffet
Palmer Howe tar,
A. Laspomareino.
-, 'ree
•
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00;
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over Ir.50 each, without
meals; ta.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
farther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent.
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass,
Agent. Phone 33.
for the sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasions watches rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties.
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We hand2e all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory,
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONIC 722-a.
Auction
Doily
2:30 AND P. M.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
WE WANT THE CASH.
Warren Fig, Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway,
LICAOU E PARK.
PADUCAH vs. CAIRO
JUNE 14,15 AND 16
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAM STAND 35 CKNT II, BOX SEATS 6o CENT&
TSCRE111 ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
- .1. FOURTH & BROADWAY.
•:: '%41, GAMS CALLED AT 1:90 P. U. SHARP.
•t.
By JC:SEPH KEATING
(Copyright, isios, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Gloom was In her pretty face.
"What ails you, Helen, dear?" askedher husband, In his kindest tone.
"It is nothing, Reginald," was her
reply, which, of course, meant at that
moment: "It," whatever it was, was
everything.
"Was there aaything in the post WI
morning that—"
"The post!" she cried. "How canyou think that?"
"Well, is It my going—"
"No—no. Why, you are often away.Why, should that trouble me?"
"Yet you grew serious as Poe as I
mentioned it just now."
"Did I? Oh, lo; it hi not "Kr BO:Ing. Still, Br ,-od, you sema very
eager to be u• specially as you
won't be home k....-LighL"
Reginald's turn cams now for woe
stone.
"Upon my honor, Helen, one wouldthink from the very way you said that,that I was always anxious to be away."
"No. But can't you come beak to
"Impossible."
"You are trilling."
'Trifling!"
She had roused his indignation.
She smiled.
"Well," said he, 
forebodingly"You'll corns back to-night?"
"Yes; good-by. I shall not be bacbIn time for dinner."
Five minutes later Mrs. Reginaltlwent out heavily veiled. She went far
away from the house, and did not stoptill she reached the general post office.Any other place in London was too
small ror the telegram she had to send.
"You are quite wrong. There shallbe no 'one last look' in my history.I have insisted upon my husband beinghome this evening. Take this to meandefinitely you must never dare com-
municate with me again."
There was no signature. The send-
er's features were hidden, and not the
slightest clew was left whereby theby Hazeltine, of origin of the message might be traced.
"That is definitely settled," said she
the ofilcial measurements of which,
'taken at the New York Sportsmen'e to herself, outside the building. "IfI exposition in 1895, are. Girth, 84 there is one proof of Reginald's being.fond of me, It is the fact that he le'Inches; length, 41 inches; palmation.41% by 21% Inches; spread, 61 inches still jealous of the man to whom 1
But the spread of a set of antlers
doer; not necessarily indicate their siza
tor establish their worth, for memo,
ring antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
'or instance. the Hazeltine set, while
easuring only GI inches spread, ars
was once engaged. The mention ofhis name sends him into an absurd
rage. What would happen if he knewhe had written me a letter? Then ifit ever came to tits ears that he had
actually been to see me in Reginald's
own house! And If they were to meetthere!"7 Inches convex measurement, anti
When Mrs. Reginald apt home the
it beauty and virtue lie in their first thing she did was to take a lettert width of blade and In their 21 
out of her pocket, put it on the firepoints. The moose from which they and watch it become ashes. Of coursewere taken was killed at Chesuncooll she read it once again before burning
th
?BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS :I e 
Maim Given to Maine Man's Trophr
—Many Own Very Hand-
some Sets.
Maine sportsmen and hunters are
amused by a statement made recently
to the effect that a moose killed_lit
New Brunswick bad antlers with at
ppread of 48 inceee, which, so far
as was known, was the record width.
'These are rather small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
In the taxidermists' shops of Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
Is the largest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted great attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and
those of remarkable spread are seldom
handsome.
Some time ago the set owned by
...form= Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
clared to be the second largest in the
world, spreading 62 inches. The as-
sertion was disputed by sportsmen in
Maine, who said that 62 inches was
not the second greatest spread of ant-
lers; neither, they said, was a record
'established by the set owned by King
'Edward VII., alleged to spread 71
Inches.
Within the past few years several
sets have been mounted in Bangor hw,
lee a spread of more than 74 inches,
but they were all from Alaska, aa
act at all handsome. The record, eci
afar as known, for New Brunswich
moose antlers is 66 inches, and the,
pair was mounted here. They were
unsymmetrical, and not worth much
'as an ornament.
The Maine record is said to be 61
Inches, a pair of this width having
been mounted here a few years ago ls)
'the late Sumner L. Crosby
By far the largest and handsome:A
set of moose antlers of which there Is
any definite knowledge is that owneet
HIS ONE LAST
LOOK
Charles B. Belfast
the
No
are
enough just to fit a whistle the differ
eat sounds as the earth inhales or ex-hales the air warn the neighbors ot
• the coming weather. A lighted match
•er a feather shows the direction of the
Bow as well. It is said to be an ex
oellent weather prophet.
Misinterpreted.
Excited Fisherman (to country hotel-keeper)—There isn't a bit of fishing
-*bout here? Every brook has a sign
warning people off. What do yot
mean by luring anglers here with thepromise of line fishing?
Hotelkeeper—I didn't say enythine
IAthe, Me., in 1887, by Jule Pease, whe
says the animal weighed about 1,6%
pounds, being nine feet long from nose
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into
woods, or indeed anywhere else, in
vember, carries a gun. Partridges
a certainty, deer and bear are always
possible, and rumors of wildcats, loup
oerviers and Canada lynxes are •suf-
ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chil-
• dren and timid persons when they
pens through a patch of woods after
dark. A foreigner might imagine that
the county was in a state of insurreo
tient, for in almost every wagon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap-e
- parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
'back more partridges than letters; the
lawyer, on his way home from court.,
stands up in his buggy and shoots a
,plump bird without disconcerting his
verell-trained steed; two or three shot.
•guns may., often he seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse. rest.
-fag against the wall, while their youth-ful owners are- inside, undergoing in
Struction in more peaceful arts What
'would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
-achool!—H C. Merwin, in Atlantic
Barth Breathes.
That the earth breathes is a wellknown scientific fact. It is often to
'.be verified by that peculiar earth
*Lie Immediately aftm
a thunderstorm, the lowering of thebarometric pressure causing the flow
upward of air, just as it is once snore
squeezed downward when the baron).
- eter rises. A resident of Geneva has
• discovered a natural barometer at
•
It-
"When I returned to London andfound you married as a retaliation up-
on my indifferent conduct, I knew I
should never be happy in this country.I determined to leave London straight
away. But I want to see you—I wantto see you so much. I know it is
wrong, but right or wrong is nothingto me. I am coming to take one lastlook at you, hear your voice for thelast time. I have discovered when thehateful being ('that's my husband,'
commented the reader) will be absentI implore you to let me gee you this
evening."
Perhaps it was because Mrs. Real-field's common sense was so pro-
nounced that she decided not to tellher husband anything about the letter.
"Why should I do anything to hurthis feelings, to arouse bad blood? It
might forever make his life and mine
unhappy. Besides," she added, withthe generosity that women extend tomen whose extravagance takes theform of this personal adoration, "thispoor fellow could not help himself, Isuppose. No; Instead of causing anyunpleasantness, I have done the wisestthing. I have put a dectilltd stop tothe man's antics. He was always good-looking and well
-dressed, too," shecommented, irrelevantly.
A little rest soon restored the goodspirits of Mrs. Reginald. She had justtaken a cup of tea, which cheered her
considerably; and after Jane hadcleared away and lit the lamp, she satthinking of her eventful day. Thehour at which the upsetting visit hadthrestented -way-rntst=--
"Jane, if anyone calls, send
up."
"Yes, riffle" said Jane.
The door bell rang. Janedown.
Mrs. Reginald's best intentions werefrustrated; the man who had caused
"Forbidding itr
"You had the measager
"What message?"
"The telegram I sent this morning."
"Where did you send it?"
"To the hotel address on the letter."
"I am sorry. That letter was writtenIn the afternoon. I have not been tothe hotel since—"
The woman groaned.
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex.
"If you have any kindness left for
me," she said, "leave my husband'shouse this moment. Do not let us de-lay. Go at once."
"Without a kind
Nolen?"
"I am deeply sorry, Mr. Greatrex,that I should ever have caused you a
moment's unhappiness. I can say no
more. The past is the past. I was nota wife then. Now, I have no right tobe more than polite to you. Your rightLa limited in the same way towards
me."
"Ah, Helen, my right is not so easilydefined. By right you are mine. Myfeeling for you has never lost its pow-
er. I think of you night and day.'
"You were not always so ready toshow it. Your treatment of me was
not all that could be desired. But thatis the past. I ask you to be silent onthat and leave me. Can't you see howyour being here terrifies me?"
"I did not know how I valued youtill I lost you. Now I know—"
The street door was thrown open.She dreaded to think that this mightbe her husband. If so, then her pun-ishment was complete.
A sound of pain came up from thehall.
"Helen, Helen!" called the voice ofher husband, in unmistakable agita-tion.
Helen
hands.
"They will kill one anotheri!" she
cried.
Mr. Greatrex stood motionless. Theterror of the woman took away for amoment his presence of mind.
"Helen, He1/310." called her husbandagain,.
She wondered why he delayed com-ing up.
A groan came from the hall.
Helen recovered herself a little. Shelooked up.
"Stay here," whispered, trem-blingly.
She ran softly to the lefiding andsaw her husband at the foot of thestairs, moving strangely about thehall like a man in the dark, althoughthe hall lamp had been lighted. He
seemed to be trying unsuccessfully totake off his coat with one hand.
"Helen, is that you?" asked Reg
nald.
"Yes." she replied, trying to suppressher agitation.
Now she perceived that somethinghad happened to him_ He held hishand tightly over his left eye.
"Has anything happened?" asked hiswife, delaying him at the foot of thestaircase, while she slowly took off hiscoat.
"The beastly horse went down on ahill just as I was driving to Jenks &Co.'s place this afternoon in HallwelLThe hansom went all to smash. Thefront window sash broke and I wasthrown on to it. I think it's ruinedmy left eye. The doctor dressed itand put a cap on it."
Helen's sorrow was as great as herhusband's pain. But in a room:teat thefeminine quicknem of thought caughtat a means of salvation for her ownand her husband's happiness (what-ever might be the effect upon his lefteye).
"The gas light is terriole," she cried.
"If the sight of one eye is injured, Itwill endanger the sight of the other Itleft exposed to gas light. Let me bindIt."
Without waiting for permission, sheswiftly drew out her handkerchief. Inanother instant she had bandaged hisright eye, and he was completely blind.
"Now, dear." she said, taking hisarm. "let me lead you up to our room."
"What a kind little woman you are,dear," said Reginald.
He stumbled upstairs beside herWithout hesitating she led him intothe room where Greatrex stood in won-derment.
As she passed over the threseold,Helen made a sign indicating that bemust leave at once.
Greatrex went slowly down thestaircase and out of the house, whichhe should never again enter.The wife stood with her band uponher heart, at the door of the room.watching the man till the hall doorclosed behind him. Then she burstInto tears, and returning to OAknelt at Tier Euiband's feet.them
hurried
Ferney-Voltaire. It is a deep natural all her perturbation was now usheredwell or cave, with a very small open into her presence.
He was young, tall, dark, handsome
tag. When this opening is made small 
and well dressed. The Intense excite-ment of standing before the woman heloved, and the pain of seeing her forthe last time, gave his face a glowwhich seemed to surround him like thehalo of a martyr.
But anguish also found a home inthe heart of the woman.
"You will not speak to me, Helen?"said the man.
"Mr. Greatrex," she returned with acold manner, "why have you been fool-ish enough to do'thiti? You deliberate-ly endanger the happiness of husbandand wife. Has all sense of honor leftyou?"
"You are cruel. I thought you couldspare me one little moment in which
shoat fine fishing. If you read my ad to be happy"wertIsenynt earefull: you will see thal "The past le the peat. I am ft wife.whit I said was "Fishing unappreach You have Intruded YOSIMelf here aftermy forbiddal it."
I.,
word from you,
covered her face with her
she
REAL LIFE.
It was back in old MelefereIn • peaceful farming vale, e'And the fonts were plunged In unable-Rushed the music of the
There a villain held a mortgageOn the dear old farmhouse roeMuch he laved the widow's daugLserAnd betrayed the eitIvela hoof.
Rot. else! there was no heroTo arrive with many trace,And with ringing cries or -Dastard!.Flog the gold Into his face.
Yet the villain paled and faltered,While he muttered: "FolletagahirFor his ear had caught the cackleOf the mortgage lifting hen.
—McLandburgh Wilson, in N. Y. Sus.
An AccomplishmentPatience—Is she an accomplishconversationalist?
Patrice—Indeed, she is! Why, I neV:er knew a woman who could talk withhairpins in her mouth as she can.—Yonkers Statesman.
Generally Admitted.Whate'er may be said of a sweetheart,'Too giddy." "too ci:d" or "tan new."Thete's one point 4drr.its of no questiottShe can't be "too good to be tree:*
..-Piteadel,plea Press,
ARISTOCRACN OF ITALY.
Ons Noble lord Who Was a Street
Scavenger, Another •
Waiter.
There is an old Venetian adage
which says: "Conte c.he non coats,
non conta, nlents" (A count whodoesn't count (money) doesn't countfor anything). And this cynicstk 9roPo-eition represents fairly well the senti-ment of the modern Italian.
In that coantry the general feelingtoward the titled aristocracy is, I willnot say one of contempt, but at bestof utter indifference. The lesser Sort
of titles are regarded as alinoet value-Issg, even by their possessors. Andnow a new and rising aristocracy, sup-plied from the ranks of industry and
commerce, are displacing the familiesof ancient and resounding name, themembers of which fall into obscurity
and at times into feigning the most
menial offices.
I here ha* uaoaasofsuoblelard
tBe IntarentIng ocouPatIon of a street =avenger. in a oatsIn a certain Italian town I was habit-
ually served by a writer with the title
of COMA and a DAMS ta.1001111 111 Vona-Ilan history. And I am personally ace
unabated with • lord of ancient line-
age whose title descended from a fa,ther engaged in the avocatioa of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
are miserably poor. They make abrave show, but behind the splendor
of personal trappings and adornmentsthere is often the shadow of baredwellings and empty cupboards. This,In Italy, is possible and may, for iathat country life is passed in the sun
and air, and the obligations of hos-pitality are much less stringent thanIn England.
The glided youth of Venice, who, inthe immaculate habiliments at a BeanBrummel, and with airs of lords Ofprincipalities, swagger across the Mas-sa Ban Marco, and set the hearts of fair
visitors fluttering with their magnifi-cence and majesty, contrive to do allthis on something like three francs a
The daily turnout in the Corso or onthe Pinclo at Rome has a splendor lit-tle Inferior to those of the ChampsElysees or Hyde Park, yet not a fewof these languid ladles and gay cav-aliers are better acquainted with thepainful yearnings of an unsatisfiedstomach than any British mechanioregularly earning his Cl a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant and Attleetive to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
The Chinese wife is nearly alwaysconstant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-nese stories like to dwell on the loveof women that has no limit This, saysthe Pilgrim, is why widowhood Isrevered and suicide, on the part ofthe bereaved woman, is not condemnedIn the old classics. It is because ofthis general acknowledgment of theunwavering constancy of wives thatthe fickle woman la acrid up to scath-ing satire in their plays and proverbsIt is from a Chinese story that Vol-tatre drew his inspiration for the taleof the woman who promised her busband on his death-bed that she would
not marry till his grave was dry, and
was found next day fanning the moundto neaten the drying process.
Much of this ocIlitentment on thepart of the Chinese women may, nodoubt, arise from the common inter-est of the husband and wife in thegrowing family. You will often seefathers wheeling baby carriages alongthe streets, just as you may see old-
er sisters carrying the little fellows
or mothers taking them on a visit totheir neighbor for a mutual compari-
son of baby ailments and engagingtraits. Until his school days bogiethe little boy does 'brut as he pleases,but as soon as his days of study beginhe is put under very strict discipline
Girl babies are less welcome arrivals
In a family than their little brothers,
especially if there be several of them
already. Among very poor people Intimes of famine, girls are sometimes
sold into slavery by their parents. bothto rescue the rest of the family andthe girls themselves from starvation.The lot of the slave girl is a hare
one. She has none of the rights of afree woman. But it cught to be added
that the Chinese look on this custom
with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly batedindividual in the community.
as a  Kelp Gatherar.
It did not take Webster long to dis-
cover the value of kelp or seaet:,1 as afertilizer. He carted tons of it upon his
exhausted land. In addition, he
macured his land heavily; be even
spread menhaden on acme portiens offt-rm. He was. in fine. a rdentifie
:ar.l.er who was constantly crrlmenting with soil, fertilizers and the succes-
sion of crops. He wrote to his overseerfrequently from Washington, planning
the care of the soil and the crops, dis-
cussing the best treatment for differentportions of the farm in the light of past
experience. For example, In one letterhe said: "We have made some mis-
takes, but must hope to grow wiser.
Never again now small grains on long
manure. Put that down as one maxim."
—Country Life in America.
John Brown Cottanivood.
One day in 1857, John Brown, the fa-
mous abolitionist, e.-Ade up to the Ben-ton place near Effingham, Atchison
county, and dismounted. He carried inhis hand a switch which he had cut from
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed aside,and later Mrs. Benton stuck it in theground at the back door of her littlehouse. It took root and grew. RS nowa huge tree, and is known in the neigh-borhood as "Os John BrOWn cattail-wood."
Excursion:
St. Louis and Toxaemia Rivas Pack-
et company—the cheapest and -boo
excursion oat of Paducah.
Solon For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip • of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good tablegood rooms, etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
•
Willy will you suffert
Whtn
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
WHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUGATORES.1
Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone amSeventh and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
.11111111111111S111111111111111111111111111111111110t01218
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. 0. Oehischlacce;
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Dr. B. Ts Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, Ise
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.Residence zoo Liay, Cho Phone 169a
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trnebart building
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, Igo&
SOUTH BOUND No. totLeave Cincinnati 
 8.30 a.m.Leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville 
 
Leave Evansville 
 
Leave Nashville 
 
Leave Hopkinsville
12:o1 p.m.
2:28
330
4;08
1250
Leave PVticeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gbbs, Term
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
 
Arrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
4:53 p.m.
6:to p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:20 p.m.
8:o6
8:1,3 p.m.
:taco p.m.
to: a.m.
No. 103 No. tat
6:oo p.m.
9:40 p.m. 7:30 &.M.
6:30 p.m. 9:00 a.M.
12:08 a.m. 11:05 2.M.
1:03 a.m. 53:30
1:40 a.m. :38 p.m.
440 P.m. 8:30 a.m.
7:00 pm. 8:05 ALM.
9:45 p.m. 15 :30 *XL
2:27 am. 215 pm.
3:40 cln. 4:15 p.m.
3:45 a.m. 4:30 P-m-
4:30 a-m. 6:oo
S:51 cm. 
 
 •Cot a.m. 
•-•7:15 am, 
 ••8:20 a m
8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Raves
No,
7:10
64s
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arteve Hopkiusv'lle 
Arrive NashviDe 
Arrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
10115 am.
11:20
11:145 *AL
53:39 p.m.
6:te p.m.
9:23 P.m
3:45 PAL
i :28 p.m.
' 2:05 p.m.
3:o6 p.m.
'4:55 P.m.
MS p.m
913 PM
No. toy
9.15 a.m.
8:50 p.m.
10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 l.M.
1:43 a.m.
148 a.m.
3703 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
iteo a.m.
9'45 Lat,
No. 122
6:oo a.m.
740 a.m.
7:5o am.
9:29 a.ta.
3:5! aln. 10:35
4:30 km. 11 :30
5:t8 arts. 12:55
8:00 a.m. 
'4:557:50 sari 4:5513:00 00026 
 
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
gr. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 NO. 374Leave Paducah 
 12:40 p.m 4:20 paneArrive Carbondale 
 4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.ta,Arrive Chicago 
 6:30 a.m. 6:30 tem.Arrive St. Louis 
 8:3o p.m 7:3o CM.
..
...... *OW
Of 
Off  •
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis 
No. 305 No. 37S
7:45 sin 9:40
 
pm.Leave Chicago 
 2:50 a.m 6:ao p.dt.leave Cabond al e 
 11:40 a.m 7;05 am,Arrive Paducah 
 3:35 p.m ii :cto a.m.- 
offe
CAIRO
-NASHVILLE LINE.
NORT BOUND xot-80tLeave TillihNitre S:toLeave Hopkinsvilla 
Off 
 
11:20 a.m 6:40 a.m.Leave Princeton 
 2:35 p.m 7:45 a.m.Arrive Paducah 
 4:15 Pm 9:25 a.m.Leave Paducah 
 6:ts p.m p:so a.m.Arrive Cairo 
 7:45 p.m ti:to 2.M.Arr:ve St. Louis 
 7:20 a.m 4:30 P•oe.Arrive Chicago 
 6:30 a.m 9:30
 P.m.
off"
SOUTH BOUND 122-822I.eave Chicago 
 6:20 p.m.
9:40
 Dm.Leave Cairo 
 6:00 a.m
7:45 a.m.Leave Paducah 
 7:5o a.mArrive Princeton 
 9:29 a.mArrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
Leave StLottis 
Arrive Paducah 
t36-836
9:40 a.m.
150 p.m.
55,5 Pm.
7.40
 p.m.
3:10 p.111
4:45 p.m.
6:To p.m.
9:25 p.m.
......
lee 
Trains marked (0) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains to3 and toy carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains rot and Yoe sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains 80m and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and §t. Louis. Train 8ot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
bleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky,R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ey,F. W. HARLOW, D. P.• A., Louisville, Ky,JO(HiN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.S. t. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago. tr77W. K. BRUA:, D, P. 'IL, SL Um* 
-
e
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IRVING'S BAD MEMORY.
How He Once Introduced Hark
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
Among the many people entertained
by Sir Henry Irving durIne lea
attester) of the Lyceum was Mark
Twain. Irving gave him a banquet is
the greenroom after a performance one
night, with a distinguished oompan7
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen
When Sir Irving axone to propose the
guest's health, the humorist's name es
caped him completely and the result
was something like this, but the read-
er must Imagine the high and nasal
tones of the actor:
"Gentlemen-1 rise to perform a
very agreeable duty-a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What is that name?') We have with
us to-night as our guest the most dis-
tinguished of our compatriots from
across the water (I'd give to-night's
receipts If I could think who the devil
he is)-ei man whom you all know and
love. (Ha! ha! )-a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two hemis-
pheres ('Drat my memory!')-a man
whose name is a household word
wherever the English language Is spok-
en (except to me!')-a man in a word
who is the laughing link which binds
England and America closer than any
International treaty can do. I propose
the health-of-of this man-I propose
tb• health-of-this man-I propose
the health of-of--(in a sudden burst
of menemonic discovery)-of Samuel
Mark Twain!"
Which Is on a par with Sir Henry's
memorable reference to a famous
American comedian as "our little
friend, Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier of Ancient Date Always
Used Silver Bullets to
Shoot Them.
In witchcraft lore silver seems to
have been credited with great power
to disperse evil spirits, says the Phil
adee,t1.; Record. In an old book on
the subject one reads of a "vallLent
Souidier who had skill in Necromancy,"
and who always used "silver bullets
to shoot away the witches." The evi-
dences of such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
farmer.
Mr. Vedder-man is interested in cu
+los, and purchased recent', an old
musket at a farmhouse sale. From Its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolution It was In a deplorable
state of rust, and in cleaning it ttre
new owner discovered that it was
loaded.
He -.fu"y wOlvirew the charge,
and to is kurprise :mind instead el
bullet wo silver shit:lugs, dated 1761,
tightly r.a .ded with leaves of a Bible
of encl.. it print Beneath the coins
was a s Lee lock of hair and a piece
of paper containine an Illegible quo
time The gunpowder was coarse and
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture
The whole look, very much like •
charmed charge, ,.•.lteilated to demol-
ish some weird .tly of the broom-
stick
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
Arrangement by Which the Task Is
Rendered Comparatively
Zasy.
Ky companion was set at tying UK
lop of the deer toge..:er, while I cut
down a birch sapling i are three Inches
In diameter and (Opel .en feet in length,
writes John Boyd, in Recreation.
A birch tree was chosen because it le
clean and springy, and bring tough
grained a lesser size can be used than
would be necessary with some other CA.-
:Jades, the extra weight of which et aril
for much on a long carry.
This completed, the pole was pushed
•between the legs, now tied together at
the knee joints, and the head of the ani-
mal secured by rope close up to the car
trying pole.
It is an advantage to get the animal In
cOmpact a mass its possible. for in go-
ing through dense bush every additional
foot of burden you have to push and
guide through the maze of branches the
harder it will be on the carriers; and If
the body of the deer is well lashed to the
pole and as closetao to it as possible the
leas eitrain there will be when you get
Into step In the open or when climbing
over .obstructions, getting up or down
bills, or crossing streams on a fallen
tree. It is in such places that the pen-
delunadika
but which is readily overcome by seeing
that the animal 11 tienrld close to the car-
trying pale.
FAILED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
Ken with Plugged Coin Was Not
Foxy Enough to Hake
It Work.
A friend of the proprietor went into
a cigar store the other they and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the girl at the
central station what number he want-
ed. Then, says the Philadelphia In-
quirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say, Bert, why isn't tats a good
place to work off this plugged dime."
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuck
It in."
In a moment the girl sale: "Ten
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime IntL
the slot.
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn in
the machine.
"Ten cents, please," said the girl
again.
"I just put in a dime," he proteeted.
"I know," she answered, ''but you'll
have to put In another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off all right."
"But how the mischief din she know
It was plugged?" asked the friend The
horn tooted all right."
"Yes," said the proprietor. "hut
she's a pretty smart girl. Se knows
-especially when you hold the receive-
in your hand and tell somebody you
ire going to put in a plugged coin."
MONKEY AND THE LADY.
Feminine Fashionable Has a New
Whim Which Hakes Her
Conspicuous.
The monkey is being adopted as a
pet by some women in these days.
This fashion is exhibited to the world
because It is the thing to do to take
the monkey out driv ng with you, ii
you own one, says the New York Sun.
"I take my monkey out driving, Just
as I would a pet dog," explained a pio-
neer In this field.
Her friends did not believe her until
the other day, wheel one of them came
forward to corroborate her.
"I saw her," said this witness. "I
was on a side street. standing at the
curb about to cross the street, when I
found my eyes fixed upon the almost
human eyes of a monkey walking on
the top of the eloeed doors of • pese-
tas hansom.
"Back of the mor key she sat looking
am pretty as a picture and evidently
much pleased with the attention that
her pet was drawing to himself, not to
mention herself.
H. was not one bit the barrel-organ
type of monkey', but a dainty monkey
wearing no other coat than his oar
natural fur, the osior of a fawn wilb a
sheen of satin.
-A silver collar set with turquoise
circled the little creature's neck A
silver chain attached the collar to the
mistress' hand She, by the way, car-
ried out the silver and pale blue color
scheme charmingly in her own attire."
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE.
- -
Where the Average Annual Rainfall
Ls Nearly Thirty-Seven
Feet.
The wettest place in the world, so
cording es the Russian Meteorological
Journal, as abstracted In the Revue
Scientiflque, is Cherrepunji, In the Ti'
Man province of Assam. From 1891.
to 1903 the average annual rainfall was
11.223 meters (nearly 37 feet).
Next came the environs of Bombay.
with 6.63 meters annually. But ii
should be noted that at the station of
Debuntischa, in Kamerun. 10.454 me-
ters (34 feet) of rain fell annually,
chiefly in summer The wettest year
in Cherraptinji was 14.789 meters (41
feet) in 1861, and in Debundscha 14.14
meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter
place there fell in the one day of June
10. 1902, 4E6 millimeters (over one and
a half feet) of %AUT.-more than the
whole annual average in the Parisian
basin.
The nelghborhoed of warm seas and
high mountains Is the principal cause
of these extraordinary precipitations.
It may be expected that the extension
of meteorological observation will
show other zones of rainfall more in-
tense than has been hitherto believed
as in Java and Sumatra.
Holland Smoking Society
A pintitament of inbokers whic4 was
orgInfted `at /Aitken. in' 1-161raVd:' ti a
society which calls Steed/ the Vlaamsch-
Pijpenroahers, has ceded in the vic-
Wry of one Frank Kos le the principal
oontost. HUB establisbed a record of
keeping his pipe alight for three hours
said 'seven minutes without asking for
a oecond match. The aeoond In this
conipetition was a feria named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two hours
and SO minutes, and the third was one
Drumm', who smoked without a break
tor two bolero 2.nd three-quarterS.
' -
Loudon's Trading Square.
The city of London, the tulle square
Maur ittealily In which the bulk of Lon-
done tine nets' and wholesale business
Is done, is likely soon to suppress all
kinds of street trading.
"Calm" Policemen.
The Parisian municipal committees
who visited London recently were
principally berme( in the English op.
ml kr "cm calm of the Palkanela*
Hoot of the French Motor.
_4Rt
language as being more musical thac
our harsher northern tongue. But Up
motor-hoot in French Is a far mor.
-ear-splitting affair than it is in Sag
Itah. Tb begin with, It is more (Visa
siren than a Met, and all over,
France one now beers ttio Inig, ex
cruclatine walls that are generally as-
sociated with ships-or with souls is
torment And when, as in some in-
stances, a railway whistle is substi-
tuted, and the automobile rushes
shrieking over the country-side like as
express train, the English tourist dir-
rovers very emphatically that he does
not like the motor-horn with a Prone&
accent
Never.
Him-Do you think women should
have the privilege of proposing?
Her-Emphatically not.
"Why not?"
"And give men the Privilege of re
fusing? Never."--Cleveland Leader.
Rather Indedttlte.
Miles-You oleht to see the horse
purchased last weak. He can pass any-
thing on the rear,
Giles-8e? Colo.; in the iame di-
rection?--Gbictage 11/ Nowa \
WINTER FLOWER HUNTING.
One of the Most Delightful Pleas-
ures of the Changing
Seasons.
It would be well for one who has
never studied vegetation In winter Le
begin his cold-weather rambles in No-
vember. At that season, writs Fran)
French, in "A Welter Doug
Century, in sh here(' places
atonal leaf tvill to
et„.. ii
occae
t stem, fur
nightie& the key to Identification, it
he does not readily recognize his com-
panions of the summer. He will And
the witch hazel, latest Sower of the
year, flaunting Its belated blossoms in
freakish abandon among its sear and
yellow leaves, while its mimic artil-
lery bombards the surrounding thicket
with polished seeds, the fruitage ol
a year ago.
He will fin,d the stone walls decked
with clustered whorls of the long,
fuzzy seed tails of wild clematic. As-
ters will hold up their puffball/ of
downy steeds by the roadside, Inviting
the wind to waft them to fresh fields
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
be shorn of her hoyden of yellow
tresses, and will stand chastened and
penitent In tassels and fringes of gray,
exhibiting throughout the winter a
quality of beauty which she did not
possess before.
Even after the blizzards of February
have howled over the marshes he will
find them fringed with sedges and
studded with cattails, still proudly
erect. The low-lying thickets will be
wreathed with the vine and decked
with the bronze-yellow ssed pods of
the yam. The dark blue fruit of the
carrion flower will mingle with the
red berries of the black alder. So on
to the warm March day when the
skunk cabbage thaws its pathway up
through the frozen ground, nature will
yield abundant satisfaction to his crav-
ing for the wonderful and beeutifuL
The pillared aisles of the winter for'
sat will be to him as worthy a temple
as the green wood Its everchengine
vistas will beckon him on to fresh dis-
ooreries, and will stir his being with
that vague sentiment of expectation
and hope which alone renders life
worth living.
On the other hand, he who site
gloomy and sluggish In the inglenook,
gazing through a frosted window upon
his buried garden, feeling that winter
is dismal aad nature dead, will miss
the keenest, most chaste and refined
pleasure which the changing seasons
bold.
VAR:ETIES OF TRUPFLES.
The Violet Is Moat Highly Esteemed
and the Summer Emit
Common.
Of varieties we may mention, drift
the violet trouflie, which abounds in
Perigord and Provence, says American
Homes and Gardens. It is covered
with polygonal warts and often unasked
with rusty spots. Its weight usually
ranges from 60 to 100 grams (two to
3134 ounces), though specimens weigh
ing 600 grams (more than a pound)
are sometimes found. At maturity,
which it reaches in late autumn or
winter, its flesh is black with a reddish
or violet sheen. Its agreeable flavor
and delicate odor make it the most
highly esteemed of all varieties.
The black truffle, smeller thew the
preceding. and of variable site, is
found about four inches below tee sur
face of the ground. Its flesh is gray
or tester, marked with light red spots
at maturity. It is not in very great
demand, because of its musky odor.
The St John's or summer truffle is
gathered in July or in October. The
tubers of this species are rounded, and
have a brownish black skin and large
polygonlal warts, striped trausve:sely.
The flesh, nearly white at first, be-
Names, on' ripening, a clay yellow or
light brownish bister. The summer
truffle is found everywhere in the for-
ests of central and southern France,
growlug under born beams, birches
and hazel bushes. Though its rather
roe, onionlike odor lessens its value,
t is almost the only variety seen in
the markets of England, Germany and
Piedmont_ *
--Ther--teedier-leneeire- -as--the- "wows-.
foulne," or "pitchfork," somewhat re-
Nimble' the St. John's truffle, but IA
distinguished from It by the arnallaese
of its warts, its moderate size, rough
black skin and dark, tawny gray
tieemir; marled with fine black lines ane
usually by a broad cleft near the base.
Another wild species which is still
sold is the musk truffle, known in
Provence by the name of "caillette
The remaining wild species, welch
are included under the general desig-
nation of "dog's nose," becaure of their
resemblance to the muzzle of that
useful quadruped, possess no gastro-
nomic importance.
State of Affairs.
"Your police and fire departments
seem to hold each other in supreme
contempt," observed the visitor in
Plunk yule.
"Well, yea; there is a little feeling
of that sort," acknowledged the na-
tive Plunkvillian. "You see, our po-
lice station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our fire engine
house burned down."-Chicago Sun.
Huh?
Miss Pounden-Thump--You're not a
music lover, I'm afraid.
Mr. Foote-Innit - Indeed I am.
What makes you think I'm not?
Miss P.-T.-1 thought you looked
bored while I was playing.
Mr. F.-J.-I may have looked bored,
but I do love music. - Cleveland
Leader.
Rejoicing.
I eat behind a theater hat,
And as I hear‘t the way
--Tee actors talked, how glad I was
I couldn't see the play.
-Puck.
A CHANGE OF PROGRAMME.
Mike-It's always the unexpected
wot 'appens. Last night I went 'ome
thinking the missus woull 'It me with
the poker.
Jock-And she didn't?
Mike-No; she 'it me with the flat-
iron and an old boot. Wot Es a man
to do?
An Achievement.
• In language, simple truth to tell,
He must have studied long and well—
He can recite and alio spell
A complicated college yelL
—Washington Star.
Mountain Sheep Become Tame.
Mountain ebeep in the vicinity of W.
F. Givens' ranch are becoming very
tame. Mr. Givens, who is a special
game warden, says that nearly every
morning six or eight of these animals
gather around his house to be fed
There are between 40 and 60 sheep In
the flock, but only a few of them have
become tame. This is the largest flock
of these animals in the state as far as
ere.-Den v a Repu
Commonplace.
"What sort of a monument has she
thosen for her late husband?"
"A university."
"A university?"
"A university"
"How lacking in distinction! I looked
to her to hit upon something which
would be not only costly, but out of the
oedinary."-Puck.
Something Doing.
Mrs. Dearborn-I hear your hue-
band has opened • law office.
Mrs. Wabash-Yes, he has.
"How is he getting alo-e?"
"Oh, he is doing nicely, thank you.
"Who is be doing nicely?" - Y011.
ken Statesman.
Do It Now.
Customer-Why don't you tack up
this "Do It Now" motto? It's been
lying around on the counter for a
month!
Grocer-Wa-al, I'm a-goin' tew tack
it up sometime-if I ever git to ite-
Judge.
An Exception.
"Misfortunes," growled the pessie
mist, "always come in pairs-"
"Oh, I don't know." remarked Jack-
son Trays. "I've won a number of
pretty good pots with piirs."-Philae
delphia Trees.
Grand ceny.
Ile-Suppose I steal a kiss?
She-Oh, that would be petty lar-
ceny:
lie-And suppose I steal a hundred?
She--01), that would be grand, of
course-Judge.
As Arranged.
First Pickpocket-Here he comes,
now!
Second Pickpocket-All right. You
keep a watch on 'im while I take a
watch off 'im!-Cassell's.
TestimoniaL
"I'm told that Dr. Yarbdiggle's
medicine is mighty good for rheuma-
tism. What do you think about it"
enspert it ie. My .1seermatirot.
seemed to thrive on It."-Chicago Sun.
Perfectly Safe.
Him- I wonder if it would be safe
tor me In steal a kiss?
iler- -Oh! hew can you ask such •
Question when I am helpless and
alone !--Cleveland Leader.
Unexpected Surplus.
The Barber-Shampoo? No- Shall
I singe the ends of the hair?
Eleerly Party-Say, do I look as if
I ha.! hair to burn?-Life.
His Own Estimate.
"He can't value himself highly."
Y-Why not?
"Because he's always giving himself
away "-Colwell's.
What DIA He NxpeetP
"I thought he was going on a polar
repedition?"
"He was; but he got cold feet*
-Houston Post.
A Kicker.
Bill-What is your wife's Flea of
norlern football?
JIII-Oh. there's not enough kickinn
a It to suit her.-tonkers Statesman.
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS. E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
dOldE INTERESTING SECRETS
OF TILE TRADE.
Maker of Theeo Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty, though, isn': it. I venture to
say there isn't another -tie in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, ead It's as light
an a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm., , ,
"They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," he continued. "We've cus-
tomers from all over Eerope, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
in the city-at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadee hia leg maker,
purveyer to kings,, queens and govern-
ment officials, took a 11; tle time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It taken a heap of flexible
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. See that epring in the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on a man you could
pot tell the difference. Then the
rbole thing is covered over with fine
rink enamel, hooks natural enough,
don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-
tered. He looked smilingly complais-
ant as be lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for ma
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New 9rleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who he !sr ques-
tioned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
is the son of one of the richest women
in the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go In on
wholesale plan?" was queried
leg maker.
"Heaps of them," he replied, lacon-
ically. "Some of them can do nny-
thing with 'cm. There's one ;,..ing
man In this city who belongs to a
glee club sine they tell me he's the best
dancer of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a rood dancer before he lost his
leg, ee1 toes all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to hay". though. What's the reason?
Oh, be are there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find Who
knows the trade. Pity, too, beCHI1BO
there's money in it. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men in
I!' life, . well known, who wear ar.le
theal limbs. None but th(lr intinisZ•
friends and families know it, however.
One young lady In Philadelphia wto
led a number of dances last winter
his an artificial leg. It is easy to
wait:: with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making 19 the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I, started out as a fine earpen'.er,
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I went into a place In Neer
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to soy. Ile sized TWO
up and I sized him up, and in a eeort
time I was under contraet to a tot
for him. They can't steal our pateete.
either, fee It's as hard to make an m-
ill:Mal Leib 'without years of !earning
as it would be for some tinhorn makes
to produce i Stradivarius."
sneh a
of the
The Emir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af-
ehaniatan contemplates the re iromo
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir and his. Immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
around Kabul has been denuded to such
in extent that fuel is now unobtain-
Ole. So great are the s'ralts to which
;he emir is reduced by the want of
wood that It is Imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found In the wooded slopes
of the mountains farther north.
Some Other Rascal.
"Well, Jones, did you get the ap-
pointment?"
"No, sir; they appointed some othei
rascal In my place."-Tit-ilits.
A Definition.
"Pa, what is experte'ncar
"Experience, my sem. Is the Com-
pound extract of the result of butting
Is."-Town•Toptes,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,,,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Eetate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kea.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reee
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms 10, it and 12, Columbia Bldg..
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Pad ucak.
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG011
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone tie. Old 'Phone 44
a
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLIS,.
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
a Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of dor
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Buiki•
ing, 523 1-.2 Broadway.
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office
OR. R. L. HEARN
IIIROOKHILL BUILDIN6.
TELEPHONE NO. 444
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours St* to I. m., I to g
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building
Phone 1041- -Red
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co, 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephcne 377.
 •
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 litmadisay-Phnns.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
••••••••••••••
Architect and Superintendent.
eof Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone so.
PAMICAlf. KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certiligehilb
Water and Oil Colas,
Mottos and Colanders
Framed right up to date in five mils
utes time at the
PADIJCAH MUSIC STORE4.1 Irooltorey.
•
Jim Duffy
4031/2 Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 718-R
--111
-,--..reeeetetelieemerie'
• 
,WINftla.,^0ft. • •
.PECI
NOTICE!
•••••••••••
1(1ilèiter,s
Celebrated
Roach 
'Page
Is Now On Sale
At
McPherson ,s
Drug Store.
WANTS
WAN i'ED—For U. S. Army;
k-bodied unmarried men between
aces of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For inionmation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House,, Paducah, Ky.
WANTED—Position by. lady at
office work. Thorough bookkeeper.
Address E. W. this office.
WANTED—Experenced solicitors.
" Call at Room 3, American German
••• National bank bulding.
FOR SALE—Show cases Walter
H. Seek Seventh and Washington
Street.
FOR RENT-L.:Two , rooms over
De Winston's, back of?Walkerts drug
store. Apply t D. 4 te,ue6
- -  
Right ,Kind of Stuff. _
Trustee Wilarnif Byrd trairls down
in Mississippii for %.1 to-
bacco concerdriintt being a 'fneod of
Miss Morgan, and realizing the bit-
ter. fight being put up ag-ainst her
kit his business territory last week
to come here anct vote f..Nr her, his
services preventing her from being
turned out. 2YeSeittliv he got a tele-
gram from -Ws 7house notifying him
to remN,n in Radixab until further
'Orders pnd he lielievits this is a fore-
runnh: of ffischarge. He yesterday
said he did not care, as he was wil-
ling to lose the place rather than see
Miss Morgan sacrificed in the schools
where she has given such eminent 
satisfaction for years past by her ex-
ellent wnrk.
014
Phone
107
CONVERTS
_
a -1r J 1
„„.
_ —
'
wow. .4110
••••
 4
Thos. C. Leech Investment Co.
Incorporated
Has moved their office to Room 115 Fraternity Building
This is the company that will build you a home on
Monthly Payments, same as rot
T. C. LEECH Gen. Manager
TENT REVIVAL CONVERTS
WILL BE • BAPTIZED IN
RIVER SUNDAY.
Rev. P. B. Wise of Ruskin, Tenn.,
Starts Revival This Evening at
Rowlandtown Church.
Rev. Peter Fields has decided to
'baptize Sunday afternoon in the Ten-
nessee river, those desiring this
farm of baptism as result of their
conversion during the tent revival
conducted on South Fifth
It is not yet known how
many will be imnierseci 11'
&am night there. were's:tree con-
versions at the mecting, two ad-
ditions to the Third street Fethodist
church, and one addition for the First
Baptist church, atto,Irrasy requests
being
street.
Nothing
Is better for summer
complaints than pure
home made
Blackberry Cordial
We have the genu-
ine article in 25C,
50C and $t botA7es.
R. W. W tilER & CO.,
• INCORPORATED.
bruggitts Fifth and sway.
Both Phones tn.
4-P164-re -e+++141-2.1. e••••+++.+41.
•
•!. PERSONAL NOTES.
4
st-t-4+++4-:-:
for prayer. Dr. Davenport spoke on
"The Reasonableness of God," while
at the morning hzu-rWrTheme was
"The Holy Fire From Heavai." A
latge crowd was present last evening
despite the bad weather, while the
morning crowds continue increasing
zoid the meeting is proving one of the
greatest „and most • strccessful ever
held in this city. It will be con-
tinued indefinitely by the preachers.
and judging from the fine results, lt
will run for many weeks yet.
• Starts & ng.
ngt etad of rturi his home at
Ritainn, Tenn., after visiting in the
county, Rev Wise yesterday decided
to start a revival this evening at he
imision church in Rowlandtonvn. He
Mae been conducting one in the Meth-
odist chapel near the Union depot
for the past few weeks and brought
it to a close several nights ago. H
wilq bold services at the Rowland-
town chorch at 3 o'clock, each after-
noon and. 7:30 every night.
No Convention.
Last evening was the time for the
Sunday school of the eight magis-
terial, district to hold astir conven-
giiin at the Palestine church in th
county, but on account of the rain
it veal not conducted. Rev. William
Bourquin, the county president, post-
ponini the gathering until some fu-
ture datie.
Minister Returns.
'Rev. A. C. Illton, of the German
Lutherian church will not return un-
til' the first Sunday in July from Iowa
where he is spending his vacation.
Mr. James Buchanan has returned
from Mayfield.
Misses Vernon Robinson and
Gladys Owen of Murray are visiting
Mrs. Fred McElwee.
Hon.-Hal Corbett and Mr. Abe
Livingston have gone to Chicago on
business.
Miss Katherine Powell returned
yesterday from attending Monticello
college at Godfrey, Ill.
Mr. Charles H. Powell and wife of
Austin, Texas, are here visiting the
former's sister, Mrs. N. B. Nash,
while en route to Louisville.
Russell Martin yesterday went to
Greenville,Ky., to visit.
Mr. R. J. Turnbull went to Prince-
ton and Nashville yesterday.
Mr. Edward Englert has returned
Born a year's stay in the West.
Mr. H. G. Harmeling has returned
from ,Louisville.
Mr. W. T. Blackard of Jacksnn,
Tern., has returned home after vis;t-
i14 his brother, Rev. J. D. Blackard.
Là
heir sister, MTS. Wilford Rogers,
who was taken there and successfully
operated on.
Miss Mlinnie Valentine of Jackson,
Tenn., is visiting Miss Lucile Black-
ard.
.Mr: Lyman D. Wilson has gone to
Columbus, Ill., where there has been
born a boy baby to Ws wife 'Mx> is
N;siting there
Mrs. Jacob Benedict has returned
from visiting in Pittsburg, Pa,
Mrs. J. W. Sherrell, (=Ater )0r-
ginia, and Miss Lottie Briggs, have
gone to Louisville and Glasgow to
visit.
Mr. J R. Roberts returned • frour
Louisville last evening.
Miss Jean Morris went to Louis-
-vine yesterday to visit.
Misses Linda and Julia Bower of
Mayfield, are visiting their sister,
Mrs. //Oben Barkley.
Alderman W. T. Miller went to
Louisville yesterday.
Miss Marie Scovel, of Jacksonville,
Fla., today goes to Nashville to visit
Miss Frances Harris, aftez visiting
Captain and Mrs. James Koger.
Mrs. Frank Scott and daughter
Miss Marjorie, return tomorrow
night or Saturday from Godfrey, Ill.,
s. here the latter graduated from
Monticello college.
Mr. Alex Mctiere and faliziAre
sis.ting in Central iity. • • • J.,
Engineer E. Johnson and family
have returned from visiting in Chi-
cago.
Mrs. M. A. Gregory of Madison-
ville, is visiting Mrs. J. W. Bean of
South Sixteenth.
Mesdames Jennie Bonds and J. H.
Reberts of Jackson, Tenn., have ar-
rived to attend the Missionary con-
ference. They are guests of Mrs. S.
H. Winstead..
Mrs. J. F. Hopgood of Madison
street, left Tuesday morning for Mor-
ganfield, Ky. She was called there
by the death of her mother, Mras D
C. Hancock.
Mr. James Porterfield of Savannah,
Tenn., is in the city. He marries
Miss 'Bessie Flake of Saltillo, Tenn.,
rext Wednesday.
Miss Juliet Hutson of Macon, Ga
went to Louisville yesterday after
visiting the family of her uncle
Colonel William Wickliffe. She
comes back here again next week.
Miss Ella Hill has gone to Louis-
ville to visit Mrs. McCann.
Mr. L. D. Houston of the Caron
Directory company, went to Louis-
ville to spend a few days with his
Mr. Ed Hannan, wife and one
child have gone to Louisville for the
"Home Coming Week."
Mr. Mott Ayres of Fulton and
Frankfort arrived in the city last
evening.
Rev. New Harris of Texas, arrived
iast night to visit his sister, Mrs..'
illtam Young,
Miss Maybelle Beyer has gone to!
Anna, Ill., for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Gorge C. Crumbaugh
Mrs. John W. Dicke returns to- and daughter, Miss Katie, go to-
morrow night from Louisville where Milwaukee. Wis., today for a so-
She has been attending the bediside of journ.
Mrs. DeWitt Newman and children
ot Jackson, Tenn., will arrive today
to visit Mrs. S, H. Winstead.
Misses Lorena Barnett and Marelle
Young of Murray, are visiting Miss
Minnie Helsley
Mr. James P. Smith and family
Smiday go to Chicago and Michigan
for the summer.
lam About It
"Charley, dear," said young Mrs. Ilso•
ns, "I am very much afraid that your
Interest In sports is having • demon!.
,Islag influence on your grammar!"
Be looknd at her apprehensively.
"When the home team won that gams
pen said they fielded wall."
"Did I"
"Yes. And of course what you meant ,
Charley. dear, was that they felt well,
wasn't it?"
H. looked about In utter helplessness
and murmured:
"Cie eourse."—Washington Star.
Beneiclal I:carets*.
Clara—I have not seen Mr. Nleatello
with you lately.
Maud—He is practicing at the boat
club.
"I did not know be cared for rowing."
"He doesn't, but he joined a crew, to
please me."
"To please you?"
"Yes. I thought rowing would
strengthen his arms."—N. Y. Weekly.
The Wind-Up.
He—Hello, old man. I understand -
at after graduating at Tale you
wont six yews among the Germaa
medical universities.
Him—And two in London.
He—Well, well! I suppose you're'
through with study now?
Him—No; I'm just beginning a.
"hese weeks' course on operating a,
trolley can—Chicago Sun.
Bare Sign.
Glide—Well, you'll be losing your little
girl soon. Soo her out often with young,
linsithers.
Spinks--Oh, just a boy and girl.
friendship. Won't t-atne to anything.
01ffle—Don't fool yourself. They spend.
all their time looking in the windows off
furniture stores.—Chicago Sun.
Satisfied.
"Did you read my novel, Criticus?"
"Well, I read as tar as the chapter
where the hero was shot, and then 1
quit"
"Oh, but the hero recovers in the next
chapter."
"I was afraid ho would. That's why
I quit."—Clevelond Loader.
Still in the Land of the Living.
Terrence McGraw-01 saw Horeb
O'Toole lasht wake wid a black band on
her ar-rum. Faith, es' 01 didn't kaow
she had losht her husband.
Pat McGinnis—Begobs! an' iii aushi
be some other relative, fir OL Jot met
her not an hour ago wld has eye In
rocuu-nlie."—Judge.
latteiry—ito.
"What, then?" asked the pveifsasor, "Is
the exact difference between logic and
sophistry?"
• ',1•1.•A•t stmIstl flf
tal
LDW1N PIANO
tifically Construi.e4 anJ
.of the Highest Excellence.
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cidtured Classand
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
Fir at-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Rsasouble.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLL CO
, Mutt to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can a,ave you
mdney, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMXTED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICTCLEIL
— -
Remember this b the cheapost house in town on !Myles and every-
thing fpr bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
maehiiittit in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
BUY fi
DEWATItR COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator
Foot of
S ?rile leOt . West Kentucky
incorporated.
.Bolth Telephones254.
Coal Co.
4
it*
